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□ □ □ For YOU
THE EARTH AND ITS CYCLES, by E. W. Preston.

An exceedingly interesting work, treating of the earth 
and its geological history from the Occult viewpoint—
Cloth #2.00

GLEANINGS OF A MYSTIC, by Max Heindel.
Twenty-four lessons in Practical Mysticism. The result 

of years of research and Occult investigation by one who 
obtained first-hand information. Reduced to..... . #2.00

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH, by C. W. Leadbeater.
Scientifically examined and carefully described. The 

author has compiled a text-book of authentic experiences 
by the Critics of the past. Testimony that cannot be 
lightly brushed away. Interesting and educational beyond
description. Cloth, 826 pages #5.00

THE MESSAGE OF THE STARS, by Max Heindel.
A practical textbook for the student who is learning to 

read the Horoscope. The fundamentals of Astrological 
interpretation are given in clear language. Covers delinea
tion of Character and Destiny from the Horoscope, also
the art of prediction. Formerly #3.50. Now.. #2.50

A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ASTROL
OGY, by Vivian E. Robson, B.Sc.

The simplest guide to Astrology ever published enab
ling anyone with no previous knowledge of Astrology 
to cast and judge his own and friends’ Horoscopes.

ROSICRUCIAN COSMO-CONCEPTION, by Max 
Heindel.

Science and Religion meet in this book, showing a phase 
of Christianity until now, little known and understood. 
You will find here the answer to THE RIDDLE OF LIFE.

aoth #2.50 Cloth, gold lettered—now #2.00

TRAILS OF TRUTH, by Jenny O’Hara Pincock.
A forceful work, endorsed by the New York section of 

the American Society for Physical Research. This book 
should be read by all who desire evidence of the survival 
after death. The wit and humor of “Jane” and the perfect 
naturalness are most impre; ' /e. 400 pages, special cover 
design, interesting from first to last page, reduced to #1.50

AN OCCULT VIEW OF HEALTH AND DISEASE, 
by Geoffrey Hodson. :

Giving description of the clairvoyant observation of 
various diseases, such as cancer, epilepsy, obessions, etc., 
their causes, and occult treatment. Worth many times the 
price to those who are afflicted. A real service is gained 
from a profound study of the principles laid down by the
author. Paper, 49 pages. #0.50

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF YI-KING- 
TAO. The Cabbalas of Egypt and the Hebrews, by 
Veolita Parke Boyle.

TAO—being translated means tra path; a way; the way . 
of Life.” It is, in other words, the road to Somewhere in 
this Life. A guide for Now arid Here, as well as the Be
yond. To all who are interested in Numerology this book
offers much knowledge. Price . #2.00

ON THE EDGE OF THE ETHERIC, by J. Arthur 
Findlay.

A new book setting forth facts which all honest inves
tigators may prove for themselves. Talking with the dead 
is as the author says “a natural function in tlie process 
and course of Life.” The most convincing book on the 
subject of Life after Death tliat has ever been put before
the people. Cloth. . . #2.00

ONSTiWCTOVE BOO DCS ©^ ASTROLOGY
“COSMIC VIBRATIONS’’ gives valuable instructions 

for those who desire to attain health, happiness and suc
cess. Price, clothbound, #1.50; paper, #1.00.

“RICH, GET RICH AND STAY RICH,” gives inf or- 
mation which everyone should possess to become healthy, 
wealthy and wise. Explains fundamental principles of 
success. Price, clothbound, #1.50; paper, #1.00.

“HOW PLANETS AFFECT YOU,” explains the in
equalities of Li/e, describes planetary vibrations in human, 
animal and plant life. Describes your urges, moods and 
possibilities. Price, clothbound, #1.50; paper, #1.00.

THE “STUDENT CHART READER.” This remark
able and authentic book is ideal for assisting the student 
to correctly read, interpret and delineate the horoscope. 
Invaluable for both natal and progressed charts. Price, 
clothbound, #l;50; paper, #1.00.

“ASTROLOGER’S SEARCHLIGHT” is virtually a 
“question and answer” book and shows the correct pro
cedure in many cases where doubt arises in the minds of 
beginners and even advanced students. It also explains 
in detail many other features concerning Astrology which 
otherwise appear vague or mysterious; also treats subjects 
not usually explained in textbooks. Price, clothbound, 
#1.50; paper, #1.00.

“ASTRO-ANALYSIS,” a “self-analyzer” of character, 
vocation, etc., a valuable birth month delineator for every
one. Price, clothbound, #1.50; paper, #1.00.

“POWERFUL PLANETS,” this book is a revelation; 
it describes the application, cause and effect of planetary 
influences; also effects of comets and eclipses. Price, cloth
bound, #1.50; paper, #1.00.

“PLANETARY HOUR BOOK.” Is this your lucky 
hour? Shows at a glance and describes the use of the 
good or adverse hours of every day; perpetual. Price, 
clothbound, #1.50; paper, #1.00.

“PRACTICAL ASTROLOGY FOR EVERYBODY.” 
A beginner’s study book for learning how to cast a horo
scope. It is practical, concise, correct and easily compre
hended. Price, clothbound, #1.50; paper, #1.00.

HORARY ASTROLOGY, by Robert DeLuce.
A complete, practical and modern textbook, especially 

adapted for those who are interested in the subject of 
answering important questions by means of horoscopes. 
Gives ten illustrated examples. Price, clothbound, #1.50; ।
paper, #1.00. ,
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The Light That Never Dies
w EFFA E. DANELSON

W

"“HE past has left many landmarks to guide Ihe Human race to grealcr under 

standing of human relations, tach teacher has spoken of a Light that never 

dies. Each philosopher has soughl for this light. Each Scientist has experimented 

' to establish if. Each Savior in his day has left the admonition, "Do unto others as 

you v/ould have them do unto you." Modern and not too modern writers have clothed 

and reclothed this command to suit their theories or the times in which they lived. 

Today we find Humanity groping here and there for.a steady beam to guide their 

weary and unsteady feet Io the goal of "The Light, that never dies." . '

Wars and rumors of wars are terrifying the nations of the -world. Peo.plo in ovri>’/ 
walk of life are staggering to their feet from Ihe long sleep imposed upon them by ihe re 
ligious fanatics of.past ages. Handed down from father to son, it has become a.moth 

eaten garment, unfit for the guidance of the generation of today.

Searching among the ruins of the yesterdays we find the Golden Cord of Love 

leads us far. back in the pages of the lives of those who served their fellow men in 

earnestness, with honesty of purpose. We Find set in the golden candlestick of service 

the candle of united purpose, whose light never flickers-or burns low. Replenished 

continuously by the power of duty it burns and sheds its light to ail the world. Monarch 

or serf, Ihe light does not change; iis golden glov/ pierces tire, darkest dungeon or 

the loftiest castle. . ' ' ■ ' ■ . ' -

Enshrined in the heart of each is the vision of right living and all who possess the 

power to see the light revealed by true vision possess the Light that never dies.

As we view the world today, where chaos seems to reign supreme, we /see. ihe 

mighty throng of Creators marching to victory. We see in each life the unity of pur 

pose and the desire to serve in honesty and in love that Life may be preserved. 
Strong, stalwart souls are they, marching, on to Duty, eyes fixed on the goal of achieve: 

ment by just doing unto others only as you would have them do unto you.

Each life, is a gift from Nature, equipped with . the light that .never dies, fhc- 

candlestick may. grow old but the Light of Life is Eternal. Cherish the Life that is 
yours. Live each day to its fullest and at nightfall renew your faith in yourself and 

your fellow man. By so doing, the candle of Life will burn brightly, not only lighting 

your way, but that of the traveler on either side and all who follow after. ,
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Without Fear or Favor

Will the Churches Ever 
Wake Up?

T~^ROM the pulpit and the press the cry of sal- 
j i vation is heard; and what a wail it has come 
^ to be, especially to those who are seeking un
derstanding of the Law of Life. Those whose 
sound judgment and keen, analyzing brain can no
longer believe that we inherit a Heaven at the end
of the long trail or are consigned to a living Hell 
to burn forever.

Nations of the world are beginning to question 
this age-old story, that when a man dies he is 
DEAD, DEAD, DEAD. They are beginning to 
think that the traveler does return from that 
bourne to which we are all eventually going. Sci
ence demonstrates that there is a great gulf be
tween the Philosophy of the Church and the find
ings of Science and common sense tells us that 
time has proven the fallacies of the creation of the 
earth and the fall of man in the Garden of Eden. 
Inventions have opened our eyes to a greater mis
sion for man than saving souls that were never 
lost—-could not be lost. Nature study has cleared 
the vision and man sees clearly that the God whom 
they have worshiped and sacrificed to, as recorded 
in the Bible, does not exist. •

Will the churches ever wake up and turn their 
eyes to Nature’s God, who supplies our every need 
if we will but seek earnestly to find the True way 
of Life—not by sacrifice, not by humbleness, but 
by first learning the Law and then obeying it? Not 
by a Golden stair shall we find Heaven, but by ob
serving our faults and correcting them, thereby 
learning to live peaceably with our neighbor in this 
the Garden of Eden which is ours by right of Birth.

Will the churches ever wake up to the fact that 
they are preaching a Life everlasting and closing 
the door to the only authority that could prove that 
there is such a Life—closing the door to the travel
ers who have passed through the door of Death 
and are one by one returning to those they love? 
Returning, yes—not by sanction of the church and 
its hierarchy, but by the Law which governs both 
sides of the wall of Death.

A Conversation With 
Will Rogers

HILE sitting at the breakfast table at 
9 A. M., August 28th, I heard the name 
“Will Rogers.” I asked the owner of the

voice for his credentials, as I always do. Immedi
ately my hands were firmly clasped together and 
placed in a position supposed to be one of his 
characteristic poses. ■

There were present at the table four members of 
my family, one who was familiar with his work, 
but she did not recognize the pose. For further 
identification he made several gestures of the body 
and grimaces of the face which she and one other 
recognized. I then gave permission for further 
demonstrations and the following • conversation 
took place: “Upon realization of what had taken 
place I immediately remembered reading an 
Occult Digest.” Addressing me personally, he 
said, “I did not believe your stuff; I do now.” He 
then said, “I am all right but it is too bad for 
Wiley; he can only sit comfortably in an airplane, 
but I can sit where a fly can sit; my right arm is 
sort of stiff and loose too, but I can make it go.”

We asked no questions—just listened and wait
ed; after a few minutes he continued, “As soon as 
I could navigate I returned to New York and looked 
up a newsstand to get a Digest to find you and here 
I am. I found I could read and now I can talk to 
you and I believe I can write.” Again referring to 
Wiley, he said, “I am sorry for Wiley; it’s hard on 
him. We were warned, but we just called them 
‘calamity howlers’ and thought nothing could hap
pen to us.” Then he said, “Got to go now, good
bye, good luck!”

Again we say to our readers—when you think of 
those who have left the physical body, think of them 
as just taking off'an overcoat. Still clothed in a gar
ment of service, Will Rogers will be found in the 
places he is accustomed to fill. Just don’t look for 
him in the seance room or in Heaven among the 
Angels. Look for him among his friends and at 
his work. He says he believes he can write. I shall 
look for a book on this, his latest adventure. He 
will find someone whose flesh hand he can use.
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BY EFFA DANELSON

Do not worry about Will Rogers. A man of his 
caliber and experience does not wait-—he finds a 
way. .

★ ★ ★

The Ledger of Right Doing
^TTAHERE is no person who does not sow good

seeds at some time, not one who does not reap
some harvest, not one who does not do some

good to someone, somewhere on the journey of Life 
and that deed, be it ever so small is written on the
Ledger of Right Doing; for every soul, no mat
ter what temptations they have had- or what de
structive influence they have yielded to, there still 
are good deeds which will bring a harvest. There 
is no Ruler to condemn and he who seeks to destroy,
destroys himself.

We have always been told that every human 
being projected into this world of flesh is doing 
the best he knows how to do under all circum
stances and at all times and this is the law which 
never fails. We do not say that that which every
one does is Right, but we do say that every wrong
doer does the deeds because he does not know the 
better way; therefore, every person is doing at all 
times the best which he knows to do. The two 
elements, negative and positive which rule every 
life, forces ahead and forces retreat—circum
stances play upon the two forces—sometimes the 
strongest willed man, in a weak moment does the 
deed which is his downfall. In the last analysis, 
compensation balances the scale. We are not con
doning crime—-we are only speaking of the law.

We wish to speak especially about the men and 
women, the boys and girls who are incarcerated 
in the institutions of reform and the penal insti
tutions. Why are they there? Because they did not 
know the Law. They were led astray and in a weak 
moment they did that which their better judgment 
would not have allowed them to do had they pos
sessed their normal equilibrium. Again we would 
speak to you about the men and women, the boys 
and girls who are at liberty; why are they at 
liberty? Because the testing moment in their lives 
has not come. Each soul is as strong as its weakest 
moment; trials and tribulations sometimes come at 
this weak moment and in the twinkling of an eye

the man or woman is turned from an honored citi
zen to one who is disgraced. And again, as often 
happens the one who wears the cloak of honor 
carries beneath it the badge of sin, only the great 
searchlight has not as yet penetrated the cloak of 
honor. Again, circumstances will bring one man 
up and another down—some grow strong and cou
rageous with temptations and trials while others, 
strong and courageous under normal circumstances 
sink beneath half the weight the weaker man can 
endure. Again we say, you cannot judge because 
the scales do not balance. We bring these causes 
for you to ponder over and weigh, to measure and 
to judge your fellow beings by.

* ☆ *

War
OTA HE warring nations of the world today will 

find themselves isolated from good society as 
a result of the Great Peace movements spring

ing up in every civilized country of the world.
The warring nations will meet with destruction 

by the elements, and pestilence will strike them 
down on land and sea. The days of Monarchy are 
over. The people of the world are free men and 
free women and they intend their children shall 
have free soil upon which to build their homes. 
The Radio and Aircraft have conquered Time and 
Space and set up a hierarchy whose power shall de
stroy all opposition to the Will of the people to rule 
themselves. Invading armies will meet this Giant 
of Truth and become powerless. '

Human suffering from these inhuman makers of 
War must cease. The earth is the inheritance of 
all and one man or group of men have no right to 
rob the people of their inheritance. PEACE, the 
mighty monarch of Justice for all, shall float the 
flag of victory over the whole world. No country 
or group of countries can prevail against the Arm^ 
of Peace lovers when all battalions unite. From 
every quarter of the globe they are gathering and 
uniting for PEACE. Their marching song is 
“Make the world safe for our children.”

Tear down the monuments to War and build 
homes and schools for the children, Give each 
child an inheritance of good health, a happy home 
and an education enabling them to become self
supporting.
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IT IS necessary for the occultist to 
’ consider life on other planets and 

thus get a broader thought action than 
the limitation of one’s own world, for 
the goal of all occultism is to eliminate 
all limitation. As it is, in the immense 
symphony of life, we hear only one 
note.

The celebrated French astronomer, 
Flammarion, declared that there are 
100,000 inhabitable planets. It is known 
to the deepest students of occult as
tronomy that there are 53,000,000 solar 
systems like our own, and that of these 
there are 7,777 larger groups. One 
constellation, Centaur, has two suns, 
with considerable variations in climate, 
curious alternations of the seasons, and 
many complications to their calendar. 
Some worlds are dead, others dying, as 
in the forest are found dead and dying
trees as well as growing live ones, for 
there is in the universe an energy 
which restores to the former condition 
of things, and another phase of that 
energy which prevents that restoration, 
transforming things into another state. 
Thus while the cosmos is ever the same, 
it is ever changing. As with the body 
of man, certain parts of the cosmos are 
always dissolving and being renewed.

The truth is that we live in an in
visible world, of which the earth is a 
very small room, in the solar mansion. 
Considering the sidereal distance of 
the universe, the earth is insignificant 
to even the most optimistic.

There was a time when the earth did 
not exist except as diffused nebulosity, 
when -other worlds were inhabited. The 
time will be when the sun’s rays will 
not reach the earth and it will exist in 
the icy cemetery of destruction. The 
grain of corn falls into the earth, that 
it may live again through its death, 
change.

Astronomy makes man a citizen of 
the heavens, but occult science gives 
him the power to accept responsibility 
in the cosmic consciousness, for the Oc
cultist knows that the same Substance, 
the same Force, the same Law exists 
everywhere. Evolution of life is every
where the same, though it may be ar
rested in one place and more developed 
in another according to conditions and 
circumstances. The Scientist Astron
omer usually studies only one part, and 
almost never the whole, or in regard to 
the totality of things. Bergson, the 
great French philosopher, takes a spir
itual view of the universe. The Whole 
is not a meaningless collection of things, 
but of inter-connected parts. Only Life 
can produce Life, and all space, Abso
lutely speaking, is habitable, for God 
is Omnipresent Life.

If you would speculate oh life on 
other planets, it is necessary to know 
the ultimate nature of the universal 
Life, for instead' of feeling little and 
insignificant in its immensity, one may

rpet — Life on
By MARIE HARLOWE 

feel the power that holds the planetary 
systems in their order in one’s individ
ual self!

Nature has no limit to the number 
of forms of life. Physical conditions 
may be different on the various planets, 
but this does not preclude life. Planets 
may be inhabited by beings, organized 
differently than ourselves who can live 
in extremely, rarefied atmosphere. Some 
people oh the earth can, and some can
not live in the rare mountain atmos
phere. It cannot be claimed that plan
ets have no living* organisms on them 
because they are unsuited to earth peo
ple, because this is true of the deep sea 
of earth, yet the sea is full of various 
forms of life. All planets sprang from 
the same common Substance and there
fore partake of the same nature and 
laws. Life is originating daily in 
countless other worlds. ’

How did Life first get to earth? Sci
ence'believes in the importation of life 
from space, believing that germs of life 
as well as gases and inorganic sub
stances were thus transported. Bergson 
suggests that life in other parts of the 
universe has caught other elements 
than we have here, and may thus differ 
from earth life.- Along this line many 
believe that other planets are inhabited 
by superior beings, angels or genii. Cer
tainly it would be the merest chance in 
millions of worlds if the earth had on 
it the highest form of life. As a mat
ter of fact, it is known to occult sci
ence that the earth is the kindergarten, 
the first point in physical progression.

Dante took a journey into inter-stel
lar space and reported encountering 
certain beings who “have their faces all 
of living flame, and wings of gold, and 
the rest' as white that never snow 
reacheth such limit.” Dante spoke of 
those redeemed souls on their way to 
the highest Heaven who received their 

. light direct from the light of the Inner 
Sun. “By the light, that rangeth 
through all Heaven arc we kindled,”

Let us consider the physical atmos
phere of the various planets in rela
tion to life on them.

There are two moons, although one 
only is known to the deepest occultist 
and clairvoyant. . Telescopic investiga
tion reveals mountains and valleys on' 
the moon that were once filled with 
water. Vegetation, also clouds of dust 
and ice crystals can be seen. We know, 
of course, only one side of the moon. 
Gravity is very small, and an earth 
man of 6 feet would be 36 feet on the 
moon. Occult science teaches that the 
moon is inhabited by a certain class of 
laggards (when the moon and earth 
were severed), though these people are 
different than those backward souls to 
be found on Saturn. .

Even many who accept the theory ofi 
the plurality of worlds do not believe

Other Planets
that there is life on the sun. For one 
thing, on occasion the sun experiences 
violent tempests and magnetic storms. 
The sun, of course, occupies no excep
tional place or position in the universe, 
being quite an ordinary star in com- 
pai*ison to the rest of the millions of 
suns. The great astronomer, Sir Wil
liam Herschel, believed that there was 
life on the sun because he believed that 
there is a cooler region below the sun’s 
su if ace which is protected in some way 
from the heat of the. exterior.

In passing, the Eiffel Tower varies 
six inches in .winter and summer be
cause of the solar heat. People are 
taller or shorter at different times of 
the year because of the same reason. '

The planet Jupiter is coming into 
considerable interest. When by proces
sion of the equinoxes it comes into the 
next sign in some 700 years, the earth 
comes into the definite influence of Ju
piter, the planet of brotherhood. Jupiter 
is 1300 times’ as voluminous as the 
earth. Its axis is nearly upright like 
Venus, hence there is no variation in 
its seasons. Two hundred sixty-five 
pounds to 100 is the ratio of Jupiter bc- 
cause of its density, and its people arc 
thus very large. Jupiter’s influence al
ways enlarges, expands. It is a world 
in the making. Its cloudy face is like 
the “spirit moving on the face of a 
great deep.” At-the coming procession 
of the equinoxes certain people now in 
the earth cycle will be removed to the 
planet Jupiter for a new race.

Huggins, Vogel and others have 
found spectroscopic proof of the ex
istence of air and water on Mercury, 
the planet nearest to the sun. Mercury, 
gets more than, six times the heat that 
the earth receives. Great heat makes 
people sleepy and lazy instead of the 
active, lively effect of Mercury. It is 
probably therefore true that the rela
tion of the distance from the sun docs 
not have complete effect, or that on 
Mercury there are some mitigating in
fluences such as a rarity of atmosphere 
in which the excessive heat is quickly 
radiated away, or even something in the 
constitution of the atmosphere itself to 
modify the temperature and thus make 
life possible.

Saturn is 760 times larger than the 
earth and Science believes that there 
is life on its rings if not the planet it
self. Occultism teaches that there ex
ists the disintegrating souls, with the 
rings the various stages of the process 
of thus shunting them out into primor
dial space. Form is not immediately 
made from -Substance, and its disin
tegration back into Formless Substance 
follows the same law, like working a 
mathematical problem backwards to 
prove its conclusion. Things do not 
pass directly from essence into form, 
or vice versa.-

(Continued on page 26)
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The Great Eclipse of 1936
By C. A. NADEN

EWER since writing an interpretation 
booklet on -the Six Seals recorded 

in the 6th chapter of Revelation recent
ly, we were convinced the early summer 
of 1936 would reveal more evidence 
from planetary aspects to substantiate 
our faith that the book of Revelation 
was an Astrological forecast set-up to 
convey on to later ages certain facts 
concerning the end of the great sidereal 
time. The 1936 Ephemeris book has 
more than verified our belief, and, be
sides has led us to the discovery of 

' the Eclipse on June 19, 1936, checking 
almost verbatim to the description out
lined in the 12th .chapter, unfolding 
probably one of the greatest dramas 
setting up from that date on in the 
history of this earth planet.'

Not only does this 12th chapter check 
with the Eclipse; other books of the 
Bible seem to centralize directly into 
this planetary combination of 1936 af
fording additional testimony mathemat
ically pointing to the fact that this 
date will likely see the beginning of 
what is termed the “Battle of Arma
geddon” in which all nations, world-wide, 
will in some manner, begin to marshal 
their hosts together for the last and 
great day when the kings of the earth, 
the rich man, the captains of industry, 
all religious organizations including the 
bondman and the freeman, will come 
to the Valley of Jehoshaphat to settle 
their grievous complaints of long stand
ing, probably for the last time in mil-

Rehpse—June ID, 1936—Checks with Revelations: 12th Ch.; the, four 
angels refers to the 7th Ch.; the Comets arc found in the. 8th Ch. The, 
grand square outlines the pyramid drawings. '

lenniums to come.
The 12th chapter of Daniel, verses 

11-12, refers to certain numbers saying, 
“Blessed is he that waiteth and cometh 
to the 1335 days,” in which the preced
ing number of 1290 days is a distance 
of 45 days, more in part as a cue to 
check against other biblical data. This 
apparently refers to the time of the 
planet Jupiter’s entrance into Scorpio 
on October 10, 1934, and chronicles the 
4th Seal description (Rev. 6:7-8) act
ing as a time marker as to how long 
the Administrators of this 8th House 
rulership will govern over the souls of 
the earth, outlined in the 5th and 6th 
Seals of this 6th chapter of Revelation.

Bear in mind with us that the King 
James translation of our western bible 
is but a mosaic scrap book of past 
history, written in Astrological and 
Mythology terms, mainly the Grecian 
background, and that certain of these 
early writers were advanced scholars 
in higher mathematics who, apparently, 
far better understood the coming and 
going of certain planetary movements, 
much in the lead of our present-day 
science, even with all the wonderful ' 
telescopes to look afar into the heavens 
for the wandering stars and make 
prophecy concerning their density or 
influence upon this earth, should one 
happen to intercept another’s path.

All who are familiar with Jupiter’s 
origin names will understand in part,

that in the days of Abraham, Moses, 
Solomon, and others for some 2000 
years B. C. or longer, were either As
trologers in their day, or that they 
well understood the star language. In 
those days Jupiter to them and in their 
understanding was known as Jehovah, 
the god of heavens and the earth, a 
giver of gifts, fruits, crops and much 
cattle to the souls of men born under 
a good Sun and.Jupiter sextile or trine 
for it was recorded of them that they 
should succeed and become great men 
in their day. Thus these people re
spected Jehovah God, gave tithes and 
burned sacrifice for His goodness and 
mercy endureth forever, and, so Je
hovah favored His people.

Thus using Jupiter for our “time 
marker,” his entrance into the Con
stellation of Scorpio on October 10, 
1934, chronicles the setting up period 
of many dictatorships, world-wide in 
general, especially in Europe, China 
and Japan. In America, here in the 
United States of America, we call them 
Administrators. This checks to the 
story of the 4th Seal in which the 
world ,is now operating in full blast 
and will continue so under these 
politicians for ’ a period of Time and 
'1’ime.s and Half Time, or a period of 
2% years from October 10, 1934, dur
ing which time we shall see the final 
drama setting up and carried into ac

tion portrayed in Matthew, 24th chap
ter, the books of Daniel, Revelations 
and others of the four gospels. We 
refer largely to Revelations, the 12th 
chapter, as the center oi- nucleus.

The Zodiac Sign of Scorpio in terms 
of Astrological Wisdom is known as the 
House of the Dead, using an explana
tion here for this narrative. It is the 
8th Sign and governs over the Ad
ministrators who are appointed by the 
courts as custodians of the deceased, 
and to.make distribution of their prop
erty, their wealth and all chattels and 
pass on to others according to their 
kin. Also in part, rules over the Dic
tator, the Politician, the Army and 
Navy programs, the Soldier and Military 
tactics, the Captains and’ Lieutenants, 
and of such that take risks to carry 
on any hazardous programs in govern
ments and warfare, and, we may add 
further, that all man-made religions 
come under this constellation, largely 
due to Pluto’s mission who holds earth
bound, and returns back to earth 
through reincarnation, all .undeveloped 
souls that have not made sufficient spir
itual soul growth to pass the rigid test 
of Father Saturn’s requirement in se
lection of workmen for the Temple in 
the building of the City Four-Square, 
outlined in the last two chapters of the 
book of Revelation.

(Continued on page 27)
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The Occultism of Over-eating '
By D. W. STARRETT

1 D. W. Starrett

IT HAS always been supposed that 
man ate to live, but in this desperate 

age it seems that man lives to eat. 
Eating is the strongest passion with 
which man contends. It has been as
serted by some people of authority that 
the desire for procreation is the strong
est during the life of man, but this is 
not so. One knows from personal ex
perience that when hunger and thirst 
dominate one there is practically no 
thought of procreation.

When recuperating from sickness the 
first want that comes to one is the de
sire for food and drink, and the next 
desire is for procreation. ’

At middle age the present writer 
found himself weighing 220 pounds. He 
had attained this over-weight quite un
consciously, not dreaming that he was 
a “fat man.” He had always thought 
slightingly of fat men, so that when 
the tailor drew the tape around his 
waist and called to the recorder, “fat 
man sizes,” he nearly fell to the floor 
with astonishment. He had not dis
covered that he had a fat man’s pro- 
trudence in the region of the abdomen. 
From that day he began to. try to do 
away with the hog-fat that he had ac
quired through love of foods. He found 
it the hardest task that he had at
tempted to conquer. It required six 
years of constant struggle against his 
abnormal appetite to reduce his weight 
to the required amount, 160 pounds. 
Finally, to reduce to this necessary 
amount he had to restrict himself to 
not more than 15 ounces a day.

The occultism of eating, and drinking 
other fluids besides water' is that the 
more one eats and drinks, especially 
liquors, the greater is the desire for 
such pleasures. The processes are

habit-forming, and once one falls un
der its sway, it binds one to the earth 
with bands stronger than those of steek

Under a natural law, when one moves 
using the guise of work or pleasure, 
one begins to lose one’s electrons. This 
really means that one loses weight. 
From the study of this law as it ap
plies to man, the only purpose of eat
ing should be to supply sufficient elec
trons each day to balance the loss of 
weight. Nature has provided a most 
wonderful way by which this loss may 
be overcome through what is known as 
sleep. Sleep is a process whereby one 
ceases to think or use one’s muscles. 
This fact causes the necessary electrons 
to return to one’s body. How often has 
one experienced a most wonderful feel
ing of rejuvenation after having slept 
only a few minutes. The body is the 
real home of these sensitive particles 
of the cells of the body and brain, 
hence they return to it if hunger and 
food draw them back. They leave one 
from over-work, fright or too much 
pleasure. The reason that one does not 
always reap the benefits’from sleep is 
that one dreams. Dreaming means 
work for the brain, hence elimination 
of electrons, and restlessness and lack 
of rejuvenation when one awakens..

One lives in a world of floating elec
trons of all kinds, good, bad and indif
ferent-—and the kind that one receives 
depends upon what one desires in most 
cases of clear consciousness. Those of 
bad habit-forming will surely return 
more profusely than those that pro
duce good habits and peace upon earth, 
unless one consciously forces away 
those that are not desired. All tempta
tions of life that lead one from the 
higher states of existence must be con
sciously driven from one.

' There are two classes of electrons 
that are driven from one and seek to 
return, as shown, namely, those of the 
muscular body and tissues, and the 
brain.

The physical body is much like a 
home in regard to the watchful care 
that must be given it that it shall not 
deteriorate. If one enters a home that 
has never been given this attention one 
notices it at once’. Similarly, one will 
notice that the human body is much in 
need of repairs. After maturity man 
has to be supplied with his lost elec
trons, but not over-supplied. But be
cause man feels the loss that he cannot 
gain, as to his weight, he eats more 
and more and then his danger of loss 
of life is greatly enhanced. With babies, 
the physicians have found the kinds and 
quantities of electrons that should be 
given it at each stage of its life. So 
with mature man, this great secret 
should be discovered and applied at 
each stage of his mature life. As with 
the baby, it should be changed as life 
wanes or advances.

Take a man who weighs 160 pounds 
as a normal weight, found by rigid 
tests, such as one finds upon weighing
scales along the streets. If in fair 
health one will lose about fifteen ounces 
a day if performing ordinary work and 
not eating. To keep this weight one 
should. consume not more than that 
amount. One should take his weight 
every few days and keep it at the 
proper balance by eating more or less 
food to do so. The difficulty in accom
plishing this much desired result is to 
brow-beat the callings of the cells and 
not eat too much. They will whisper 
to one that it is dangerous to suffer 
hunger, or that one cannot labor if 
famished and one may lose his position 
thereby, and many other such whisper
ings that come to one as though it were 
one’s personal self making them.

When one thinks of the loss of the 
mental cells, meaning the electrons that 
fashion them, that are eliminated by 
thinking from the brain, one should 
know that gross foods, such as pota
toes, ham and eggs, etc., will not cause 
a proper return of those cells—or the 
electrons that build them—to the brain. 
Education along all the different lines 
will draw them back, of course, if the 
body is properly supplied with “gross” 
foods. Like the animals of millions of 
years ago, whose heads grew smaller 
and bodies so large and heavy that they 
constantly became the prey to much 
smaller but fiercer animals with brains 
in proportion to their bodies.

Thus man can expect to endure as 
long as he keeps a proper balance be
tween the brain and body. It is known 
that old age is nothing more than a de
terioration of the cells of the body and 
brain produced by man not realizing 
the necessity of holding a proper bal
ance of intelligence between the depart
ments of the two, brain and body.

As one will not seek a city in which 
to dwell, of his own volition, that is un
clean and made up of men of low stand
ing, so the cells of the body, that is 
slowly filled with decayed foods cannot 
properly endure, and the electrons that 

■ build them will not return to them as 
time passes, meaning as old age ap
proaches. Neither will one seek a city 
that has become decadent, so the elec
trons that once dwelt in that human 
body, happily perhaps, will not profuse
ly return to it. Finally the cells become 
so weak that they cannot carry on the 
necessary work to enable the body to 
endure.

When one eats three big meals each 
day, is it any wonder that the cells of 
the brain fail to return in numbers that 
will insure health and happiness to 
them?

The average life of the normal cells 
of the body, according to the Rockefel
ler Foundation, of New York, is only 

(Continued on page 32)
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LAW OF BALANCE
THE UNIVERSAL LIBERATOR

P>y MICHAEL A. PARTSANO
ll\A/r^^ 's ^,e Purpose ”f exist- 

w ence? What is Life? What is 
the idea and object of universal activ
ity?” These questions which we hear 
so often may be answered in three 
ways:

First: There is that purpose of ex
istence from the viewpoint of cosmic 
activity in the form of cycles, as pre
sented by the laws of Evolution, In
volution, Devolution and Equipoise. 
Man has no control over- this cosmic 
purpose TO BE. For the present, at 
least, man must to that extent remain 
fatalistic, until through the process of 
involutionary growth, he transcends 
from a person to an individual, ami 
from an individual to the principle, with 
the power to direct the forces from 
within.

Second: The-Natural beings, domi
nated by the laws of Evolution and al
most automatic in their behavior as de
termined by the natural forces from 
without, but also exercising to a limit
ed degree the choice to fulfill the most 
primitive and instinctive desirgs. To 
such beings clarity of Vision, enlight
ened and disciplined Ego and Will do
not exist. Instead of being discrimina
tive, their choice is impulsive, governed 
by habits, inclinations, instincts and 
past memories. They are our “Younger 
brothers” in the struggle for self-un- 
foldment, and have to be to a greater 
extent what Nature wills them to be.

Third: The Humanized Man, or a fu
turistic being like man, on any and all 
planes of existence, capable of using
vision out of which he may construct 
his ideal. In the light of his experi
ence he may change, alter or destroy 
such ideal, creating- new ones, and he 
possesses the will to work for their ful
fillment. It is' this willful direction of 
the mystic forces of man, as well as 
occult forces of Nature; toward a defi
nite goal which makes him the only 
purposeful being, so far as we know.

The Universe Around Us
• To manifest is TO BE—the.result of 

obedience either to the Cosmic Will or 
personal choice. To be is to polarize 
into positive and negative halves. All 
forms of Manifestation are under the 
law of polarity. Thus we see polariza
tion is a cosmic law operating on a cos
mic scale, without which “no-thing” can 
be. From the Evolutionary viewpoint 
the cosmic trend is downward from the 
undifferentiated unmanifest whole to 
differentiated inanifest whole.

On its downward trend to densify
and to be, the cosmos evolves, lowering 
the degree of motion from higher states. 
This lowering of the, cosmos may be 
likened to a man who1 descends a lad
der by placing one foot down while sus
taining the weight of the body upon the 
other foot until the lowered one is firm
ly established. Each one of these scales

by which the cosmos, evolves or descends 
becomes the negative pole of the lower 
one—where the degree of inertia or 
density is greater than on the plane 
above.

All of these infinite planes and po
larization thereon are occupied and in
habited by various beings. Nowhere in 
the universe do we find an absolute 
vacuum: where there is NOT. An end
less . struggle to fulfill this law “TO 
BE” is taking place on such a vast 
scale that even the imagination of a 
highly-trained mathematician staggers 
with humility. Among- the infinite va
riety we find some of the beings are 
purely an expression of Nature and its 
will. A little higher on the ladder or 
scale of evolution are some who are 
struggling to attain greater freedo.m of 
choice and action. Still higher are those 
advanced beings who are sufficiently in
dividualized and involved, with enlight
ened will to direct their activities to
ward a definite ideal of their own cre
ation. It is these blessed Ones who 
WILL BE WHAT THEY WILL TO 
BE. ■

The Being
■ The “Positive Pole,” the denser as
pect of our existence, manifests on the 
plane of Evolution (going out from 
within), where every being is under 
the direct ^command of Cosmic Will— 
WILL TO BE. On this plane we-find
beings multiplying from one to many, 
varying in degree according to the 
states of sensitivity of their nerve sys
tem, influenced and affected by the law 
of the species or group under which they 
are born, reared and find their expres
sion, their surroundings, the amount of 
suffering which, they undergo, the na-

lure of their desire, the development of 
their.vision and the willful or enforced 
association with beings higher in the 
scale of. evolution. The ceaseless strug
gle for existence is taking place on all 
planes. It is the inevitable suffering 
and pain under the law of evolution 
which sensitizes the structure of the 
Being in its entirety, especially the 
parts most essential to perform the 
functions for survival. It is true that 
most beings on this plane are so dense 
and so low in their development that 
they have to evolve through millen
niums, and even cycles of cosmic niani- 
festation, before they acquire the de
gree of consciousness to involve wil
fully and by choice.

The forces whose origin lie on the 
plane of Evolution are those .of-dark
ness. On this plane every thing or be
ing, must evolve or exhaust, finally 
reaching the slate of self-extinction. 
Every creative impulse on. this plane, 
contains and carries within, the gerjn 
of its own destruction.

Through this seemingly endless, 
struggle and suffering resulting there
from, the Being, when blocked, resisted 
or thwarted, either by its own limita
tions or by the forces which are strong- 

.er than itself, is forced to return with
in. This reversal, turning within (in
volution) from without (evolution), is 
going on incessantly on all planes.

The Law. of the Being
The “Negative Pole” (the ethereal 

and astral bodies) is known as THE 
LAW OF THE BEING, which is high
er in rate of vibration and more in-

(Continued on page 25)
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Practical Lessons'in Palmistry for The Lay Reader
By ALICE DENTON JENNINGS

Alice Denton Jennings .

(Continued from last month)

IN THIS series of articles we have 
considered the seven types of hands 

to be representative of the infinite va
rieties of the expression of human na
ture, making in their entirety .a com
plete cycle of evolution from the first 
type to the seventh. In our analogy we 
have likened the first three types to the 
struggle of human consciousness in its 
more physical aspect, the second three 
types to human consciousness express
ing itself in higher and more ethereal 
states, and the seventh type as the 
turning point or the condition of 
struggle or balance when the mind and 
ideals strive to control and overcome 
the more mundane states. In order that 
this may be better understood, let us 
indulge in a sort of review. When the 
race was young and there was less re
ceptivity to thought vibration and less 
rapidity of ideas and action, the hand 
showing a heavy, ill-defined base, with 
the root of the thumb appearing to 
overhang the wrist when seen from the 
inside of the hand, was the result. Such 
a hand is known as the Elementary 
hand. Where such a hand appears .to
day, there is physical force of a low, 
coarse nature when aroused by opposi
tion, and there is also power of love, 
but it will be self-seeking rather than 
ideal. Such hands belong to subjects, 
not rulers. Such a hand represents the 
physical aspect of the race.

We are informed that the second 
sense that was developed in the human 
race was that of touch. Out of this 
sense emerged the type of hand called 
Spatulate, representing the second 
sense.

- It is an established fact that the pos
sessors of Spatulate or “spread out” 
shaped hands are wide-awake, quick to. 
perceive and take advantage of oppor
tunity. It is as if the human race 
realized its powers and set to work to 
manifest them.

We are informed that the third sense 
that developed in the human race was 
that of sight. The result of this sense 
becoming developed was for the human

race to become more self-contained, to 
wall itself in with more self-restraint, 
and its working in the character indi
cates the capacity to recognize and per
ceive the claims of others as well as in
creased judgment for the individual. 
Out of the development of this sense 
grew the type hand called the “Square.”

The fourth sense to be developed was 
that of taste, and this is the beginning 
of harmony and refinement in the hu
man race. Out of the development of 
this sense grew the type hand called 
the “conical.”

The fifth sense to be developed was 
that of smell. Now, the sense of smell 
may be considered as the most concrete 
or differentiated of all the senses, and 
makes for individualism of ideas, or 
concrete reason, philosophy. Out of 
this development grew the type hand 
called the “Philosophical.”

■ Having learned the use and gained 
control of the. five senses above men
tioned, it appears that humanity grad
ually evolved a sixth sense, expressed 
as a higher or finer quality of matter 
than what we have designated as con
crete. By some this sense is called 
“Pure Reason” and represents the sense 
of Divinity. Out of this development 
grew the type of hand called the Psy
chical.

- Now that six senses had been devel
oped the process of amalgamation was 
begun and we have the seventh type of 
hand, called the Mixed type.

When humanity was younger, the 
powers of comprehension were much 
less, the ability for many and varied 
accomplishments not present in the 
same individual at the same time. Then 
the type of hand would be pure, accord
ing to its type.

Now, humanity has become more -di
verse in ability, experience and expres
sion, blending the characteristics of the 
different types by evolution.. According 
as the hand approaches to the balanced 
condition, - so will the harmonizing 
qualities show themselves. .

Balzac says: “If for clairvoyant eyes 
the destiny of every man is written in 
his physiognomy, then, taking this as 
the total expression of the individual, 
why should not the hand resume in it
self the physiognomy, since the hand 
is the whole of the human action and 
his sole means of manifesting himself?”

Thus are we being introduced into 
this fascinating subject of the human 
hand.

Among civilized nations of today the 
square, the spatulate and pointed hands 
predominate. The square shaped hand 
represents the world of abstraction. 
The Spatulate shaped hand represents 
the material world. The pointed shaped 
hand represents the Divine world.

Now let us analyze the meanings of 
the worlds of “Abstraction,” “Material” 
and “Divine” as symbolized by the 
hand. “Square” indicates reason, or
der, reflection. “Spatulate” signifies

physical motion, action, resolution, also 
sexual love and the striving after ma
terial interests, whereas “Pointed” 
portrays inventiveness, poetic genius, 
religious feeling, divination. Thus the 
ternary principle which manifests it
self throughout the universe in all men
tal and physical phenomena is distinct
ly applied to the hand. .

Now that we have explained the 
three worlds called, respectively, Ma
terial, Abstract and Divine, as these 
denominations may not explain them
selves fully or their application to and 
with the hand, I quote from that very 
excellent book on “Hand Reading,” 
written by “An Adept,” as follows: 
“Man is said to be composed of body, 
soul and spirit”; here we at once en
counter an analogy sufficient to excite 
our attention. This definition of the 
composition of man is the theological 
one, and unsatisfactory, because neither 
theology nor philology has ever yet 
clearly demonstrated the distinction be
tween soul and spirit: both words usu
ally pass as synonymous, or nearly so. 
The cabbalists first established a dif
ference by calling the soul the “ab
stract” and the spirit the Divine world; 
“Material” world fqr the body was a 
self-evident suggestion. But-even the 
cabbalistic definition was incomplete. It 
remained for the inspired theosophist, 
Jacob Bohme, to give to the three 
worlds their proper names by calling 
them Matter, Fire and Light: of this 
ternary he divides the first member, 
matter, into a ternary of .its own,.vis.: 
Attraction, Repulsion and Circulation; 
the third member he divides into the 
ternary of Light, Sound and Comprisal 
of all the seven (Here the author in
serts the following comments: “Hence 
the sacredness of the number in all 
ages and lands, and to explain which 
learned and pseudo-learned writers con
tinue to pile up instances of sevens, 
which instances simply prove the uni
versalness, but not the cause of the 
sacredness and of the consequent use 
the number seven.”), the fire standing 
in the center of the two ternaries, both 
dividing and uniting them, as a hyphen 
between the two words does. Thus 
matter stands for the body, fire for the 
soul, and light for the spirit. We know 
that fire burns in matter, and that the 
light proceeds from the fire, and is 
totally distinct from it in appearance 
and quality.

The former is fierce and consuming, 
the latter gentle and sustaining; the 
fire is all power, the light all virtue. 
Now, reason is man’s mental power: 
intelligence, the soft emanation from it, 
manifests itself in the brilliancy of 
genius.”

This same author writes, “Many ef
fects have invisible causes: we cannot 
see the: wind which ripples the surface 
of the lake or lashes the ocean into 
mountainous waves; we cannot see the 

(Continued on page 30) '
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Progressed Numerology

IT DOES not seem to be a part of the 
GREAT PLAN laid out for human

ity that we should know exactly what 
is to happen to us and when. Here 
and there through the centuries there 
have been seers with the gift of exact 
prophecy. However, we should not un
der-estimate the value of foreseeing 
favorable and unfavorable seasons how
ever arrived at, nor should we ignore 
such warnings. The truly scientific 
astrologer or numerologist or the gifted 
and honest psychic are worthy of belief 
because they do not “tell fortunes” 
nor prophesy silly events, but do point 
out probable trends, influences, and re
sults of causes which they clearly see. 
This is legitimate and helpful; but it 
means years of study and unquestioned 
integrity as well as the desire to help 
people.

If a reputable doctor tells you that 
unless you change youi’ diet you will 
develop serious stomach trouble, you 
do not call him a fortune teller. He 
tells you this because he reasons out 
the logical conclusions from present 
conditions. If an accredited Astrologer 
tells you that the month of October will 
be a good time to begin that venture 
you are planning, he is not a fortune 
teller. He is merely making a scien
tific deduction from the position of your 
own personal stars.

If a Grapho-analyst (reader of hand
writing) tells you that you better not 
accept the position of salesman you 
are considering because you will not 
be successful, he is not a fortune teller. 
He is interpreting certain signs and 
lines in your handwriting which tell 
him that you are not adapted to selling, 
but would be more successful as a book
keeper or statistician.

Honest students and teachers of these 
occult sciences tell you the time or 
season when certain influences are fa
vorable or unfavorable-—and you make 
your own free choice. If you chose 
wisely in harmony with your vibrations, 
then success comes; but if you ignore 
these “guide posts” you have no one 
but yourself to blame if your car over
turns. You all know that your stars 
and your numbers do not compel, they 
show you the dangerous spots in your 
road, and if you do not believe in signs 
when they are honestly presented, then 
the failure is on your own head. If 
you follow them, do not say he or she 
is a marvelous “fortune teller.” That 
is not true. The truth is: you used 
your vibrations wisely and good re
sulted. . . ’

“Fortune telling” based on a smatter
ing of knowledge is unfortunately too 
familial’ to everyone. Comparatively 
few know how to interpret future ten
dencies through numerology. I have 
called this PROGRESSED NUMER
OLOGY because it brings your birth
date up to the present (or any desired 
year) very much as astrology pro-

By MARY ADAMS
gresses your planets and indicates by 
certain aspects what has happened or 
will happen in your life.

Progressed Numerology does not tell 
fortunes. If the person who examines 
your numbers understands the vibra
tions under , which you were born and 
sees the vibrations under which you 
are working at the present time, he 
can “see” what is best for you to do. 
He can tell whether a certain man or 
woman will make you a successful or 
unsuccessful marriage partner; what 
day or year will be favorable for mar
riage; what day or year will be favor
able for expanding your business; tak
ing a journey; moving your place of 
residence; or “sitting tight.” But this 
is not fortune telling. I have hesitated 
to publish the method I use in pro
gressing the Numerological birthpath 
for fear it would not be used wisely 
and do more harm than good. But I 
have had so many requests since I pub
lished my courses in Numerology in the 
Occult Digest, that I have decided to 
give the key to those earnest students 
who can use it wisely. Others will not 
be able to fit the key in the door, and 
so the door will not open.

In Numerology the forecast is based 
primarily on the birthpath. As you 
know' the birthpath is the total vibra
tion of the day, month and year of 
your birth, as, December 28, 1903. .

3 + 10 + 4 = 8
December is the 12th month—-1 plus 2 
equals 3. The day (28th) 2 plus 8 
equals 10. The year (1903) 1 plus 9 
plus 3 equals 13; and 3 plus 1 equals 
4. Remember to always reduce a num
ber to its lowest digit (single figure).

The first step is to find the Dominant 
Vibration of the desired or current year 
as the case may be. This is done by 
adding the cosmic yearly vibration to- 
your personal day and month. In the 
above birthdate the dominant vibration 
for 1935 is 4. It is worked out as fol
lows: 1935 is a “9” year for 1 plus 9 
plus 3 plus 5 equals 18; which equals 
1 plus 8 or 9. Now add the cosmic vi
bration of the year to your personal 
day and month; as above it will be 
9 + 3 + 10=22 = 4. .

Cosmic vibrations of the year or the 
month or the day affect everybody, just 
as mundane astrology affects every
body. In order for these vibrations to 
become personal you combine them with 
your individual vibrations just as in 
astrology you study the relations (as
pects) of your own personal stars to 
the cosmic position of the planets at 
the date you desire to interpret. For 
example July 4, 1935 (7 + 4 + 9 = 20), 
was a- date that affected everybody. The 
“2” vibration warned against accidents 
and disasters of every kind/ It was 
not a day to take risks or chances but 
to use the greatest care. However, if 
you happened to be born on a date

which brought your personal vibration 
to a “5” (as May 9), you 'could go 
“high, wide and handsome,” travel 
where you liked, do what you liked 
and be comparatively sure that you 
would have a grand and glorious time 
without fear of accident. Your vibra
tions were May (5) plus 9 plus 9 which 
equals 23 or 5. And this vibration 
stands for travel, change, activity, new 
experiences, etc. Yet in spite of your 
personal immunity, a slight degree of 
caution should have been observed to 
counteract the unfavorable cosmic vi
brations.

Suppose a young girl born January 
3, 1915, wants to know when she will 
marry. Tell her that in 1935 (9) — 
when she is twenty years old, she will 
be under a favorable marriage vibra
tion. Thus: 9 + 1 + 3 = 13 = 4. This is 
her vibration for 1935. The number 
which brings a marriage vibration to 
a woman is 7. Now, 4 plus 3 equals 
7; so you can see that in three years, 
or 1938 (3) her dominant vibration 
will be 7. Thus: 3 + l + 3 = 7. If a 
young man asks that question, he will 
have a marriage vibration in a year 
that vibrated to. G; that is, his month, 
day and the cosmic year must total 6. 
For example, a young man who was 
born oh August 1G (any year), would 
have a very favorable marriage vibra
tion “right now,” as Maurice Chevalier 
says. 9+8+7=24=6. . ■ '

Those of you who know anything 
about Numerology understand the gen
eral values of the digits.

1—Indicates a new beginning. It is 
a time to start things.

2—A year in'which to carry on but 
not begin. It indicates possible trouble, 
accidents, setbacks. It calls for caution 
and conservative action. If the 2 is 
really an “11,” then you must forge 
ahead “in high,” and will gain spir
itually and mentally but not financially. 
“11” is an inspirational number.

3—Indicates a year of social, artistic
(Continued on page 21)
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SCIENTIFIC HEALING
Magnetic Healing

By CAROLINE R. CLARKE

WE ARE all familiar more or less 
with that phase of magnetism 

known as personal.
We all know individuals who seem to 

exercise a strange “drawing” power, as 
it were, over those with whom they 
come in contact—highly magnetic in
dividuals, as the world well knows, 
swaying and influencing large multi
tudes of people for either good or ill, 
as the controlling factor of their na
ture’s dictate, and as their motives are 
either altruistic or the reverse.

How many of us, on the other hand, 
are aware that everything in the whole 
universe has this same power of at
traction—that even the tiniest particle 
of matter known to man exercises the 
same power of somehow subtly drawing 
to itself that which it needs for its own 
highest- expression: That there is a 
Universal magnetism pervading all 
space, and constantly being used by 
man in a thousand different ways of 
which he is, for the most part, un
aware?

For magnetism, like electricity, can 
be harnessed, controlled and directed 
for man’s good, in a multitude of ways 
little dreamed of by him today; and one 
of the most invaluable uses to which it 
can be put is, of course, HEALING.

Magnetism for the purpose' of heal
ing may be used in the following three 
ways, not to mention others: Through 
the “laying on of hands” or the making 
of “passes,” through the aid of articles 
to which extra magnetism has been 
added, and by being mentally directed 
—the latter embodying too much to be 
touched on more than lightly at the 
present time.
• Regarding magnetized articles, many 
of us have smiled on occasion at those 
who profess implicit belief in what are 
thought to be the singular powers of 
small items of adornment, or in what 
they are pleased to call their “lucky 
charms”—-the ubiquitous rabbit’s foot, 
for example!

In the case of “charms” in general, 
they are not magnetized. That is, extra 
magnetism for a specific purpose has 
not been added, and it is almost wholly 
faith alone that may be credited with 
what seems to be a series of lucky hap
penings in the lives of certain, individ
uals^—faith being a powerful factor in 
making us receptive to what may be 
referred to as our good—in opening up 
for us many channels for our good to 
come—wherein lack of faith very'often 
closes those channels.

In the case of articles that are mag
netized, it is difficult at times to tell to 
what the results produced may be at
tributed: Faith alone, the extra power 
with which the article is endowed, or 
both.

In any event, such articles or our 
faith in them do have the power to

heal, and we should not belittle any to 
whom such things are a source of 
strength—better though it would be for 
individual progress if their dependence 
were placed on principles, rather than 
on things.

Coming now to that phase of magne
tism which is used directly for healing, 
we find that mere magnetism alone is 
not enough: It has to be consciously 
applied and directed. And, as the one 
using it is powerful or weak, as the 
magnetism within himself is of posi
tive or negative quality, and as his 
ability to draw on additional magne
tism as it is needed is, or is not, devel
oped, so will be the results; for no mag
netic healer can effect cures greater 
than his knowledge, his power, and his 
understanding to impart.

“Magnetism,” says Weltner, “is the 
effect or result of the intention, con
scious or unconscious, of the person 
who exercises it.”

Magnetism in the hands. of those 
fully capable of using it for highest 
good, is a powerful agent for the heal
ing of man; otherwise its results are 
little to be desired—less to be made use 
of or applied.

Used in the form of a magnetic cur
rent, which in turn is a combinaton of 
chemicals both direct and alternating, 
magnetism may be used to draw to
gether broken or misplaced bones, to 
soothe nerves, and to bring about many 
adjustments within the human frame.

By placing the hands, for instance, 
either in contact or above any part of 
the body which may be in distress, mag
netism may be used to draw out pain 
or inflammation, etc., or to give added 
strength to a weakened condition. .

When, on the other hand, a healing 
treatment of a general nature is de
sired, then it is best to pass the hands 
down over the patient’s body, from 
head to foot, thus increasing the circu
lation, and stimulating the. action of. 
the organs. ■

Again the hands may or may not 
touch the body, while if a repetition of 
this treatment is desired, once reaching 
the feet, the hands should be raised 
above and away from the patient’s 
body, then back to the head, and the 
treatment repeated. This forms a per
fect circuit, though it must be remem- 
bered.that it must be given slowly. '

Once perfect harmony is established 
you yourself will be aware of the fact, 
because your own circulation will then 
become perfectly normal, and in keep
ing with that of your patient.

In giving these treatments always re
member, too, to follow the blood-flow, 
otherwise they either will not be help
ful or may cause added distress; while 
as to whether the patient should or 
should not be clothed, it depends upon 
which way he can the best relax—ten

sion in any form nullifying to a great 
extent the healer’s efforts.

There are those who claim that it is 
not magnetism, but thought which 
brings about many “magnetic” cures, 
but often those who fail to be relieved 
by a Direct Thought are benefited by 
the “light” or magnetic radiations ema
nating from the healer’s body.

It has been said, “Jesus walked 
among the multitudes, and many were 
healed.” Why? Because so highly 
charged was He with spiritual and 
magnetic vibrations that the power gen
erated automatically added strength to 
those in need of strength, the quality 
of His power causing the purification 
of many who were diseased, and mak
ing them whole.

A woman suffering from heart at
tacks always followed by fainting 
spells, was unable to find relief, until 
one day magnetism was used.

She knew, she said, when the attacks 
were coming on, by a peculiar feeling 
coming over her that she could not 
shake off.

“Let me know at once,” the healer 
advised, “when you again feel this con
dition coming on.” .

The call came as expected, and, going 
to the woman’s bedside, the healer (a 
woman) clasped the patient’s right 
hand, merely for the latter’s reassur
ance, while with her own left hand she 
felt the woman’s left wrist, sensing at 
once the slowness of circulation, and 
the faint pulse.

Allowing herself to become passive 
then, so that magnetism from the “at
mosphere,” as it were, could flow 
through her to the patient, the pulse 
suddenly quickened, the circulation re
turned to normal, the patient did not 
faint, nor after a period of time was 
there any return of the old trouble.

So the application of extra magnet
ism will, you see, often effect cures 
when other methods, invaluable as they 
are, have failed.

In the case mentioned above, what 
happened?

Simply this. By allowing herself to 
become positively negative the healer 
allowed magnetism from her body to 
blend with that of her patient’s, thus 
controlling it, and then, through draw
ing on and directing extra magnetism, 
she was able to restore the vitality 
and harmonious condition that the pa
tient needed.

How often such treatments should be 
given depends first on the healer’s abil
ity to give them, and, second, on the 
patient’s ability to respond. Unless a 
patient is in extremely weakened con
dition, one or two treatments will, as a 
rule, suffice.

. (Continued on page 22) '
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Knights of King Arthur
By ELBERT BENJAMINE

President of the Church of Light '

JASON conquered the brazen footed 
Bull in one of his adventures while 

searching for the Golden Fleece, and 
Sargon of Akkad, fourteen hundred 
years before the time of Moses, came 
up out of the Bull-rushes to deliver his 
people from their tribulations. But 
nearer to our own time, and perhaps 
therefore dearer to our hearts, is King 
Arthur and the famed knights of his 
round table. . .

As is common to tradition when the 
historical background is dim or lack
ing, there are variations of the original, 
but the most authentic version of the 
story finds twelve knights, bold and 
daring, seated at a circular and revolv
ing table; ready, like a panel of modern 
jurymen—twelve men good and true, 
each to view the matter from the angle 
of one sign of the Zodiac—to pass judg
ment and, unlike these modern repre
sentatives, to fare forth in valiant ex
ploits in the enforcement of their de
cisions.

The most conspicuous constellation 
on any yuletide night, while the Can
dlemas Bull, Taurus, goes sailing across 
heaven, as legend says it must, is Orion, 
who follows with upraised club. The 
three stars of his belt are known in 
every land; and in every land is he 
recognized as a warrior. In the region 
where flows the Tigris anti Euphrates 
these three stars are called the Wise 
Men of the East; but Celtic Druids 
held them to be three ladies who were 
present at King Arthur’s birth.

Not only is Orion a warrior, but 
whether as Sargon, Moses, Jason, or 
the western legendary king, the fight 
he wages is not merely against oppres
sion from without, but also against the 
materialistic tendencies and selfish am
bitions of his own men. In every legend 
relating to him, he fights with environ
mental forces that endanger his plans; 
and in every struggle some loss is sus
tained.

Moses, you will remember, when he 
had vanquished and utilized to more

spiritual purposes the golden calf, 
called upon those who would support 
him, even as the constellation thus pic
tures it, every man to put his sword 
by his side. And legend, relates that 
the round table episode was precipi
tated by tlj.e personal ambitions of 
Arthur’s men.

Each one desired the place df honor 
at the yuletide feast; each man believed 
himself entitled to sit near the head of 
the table. Nor, although so many hun
dred years have passed on what should 
have been progressive feet, do we wit
ness much diminution of the ardor for 
similar social prestige. But on this 
notable occasion the snubbing of one’s 
neighbor was insufficient to express the 
fires of jealousy that raged within, and 
a brawl ensued which resulted in many 
slain; as a thousand years earlier a like 
slaying had occurred over the incident 
of the golden calf.

And thus, . as Moses in the Bible 
times had been confronted by a serious 
problem, so was Arthur put to it to 
prevent a recurrence of such an inci
dent among his men. Non did he shirk 
the responsibility thus at hand. After 
all, present or modern, there is always 
a best way to meet every situation, al

ORION CW . Struggle
Courtesy of the Church of Light

ways an opportunity to make the ob
stacle less retarding to progress than 
it otherwise would be.

The Bull is pictured full tilt, as if 
enraged and pitching down upon the 
hero from the sky, who looks up to 
meet the impact of its charge, un
daunted, and with club well poised to 
deliver its most effective blow. As be
longing to the earth-earthy sign, the 
Bull itself most appropriately typifies 
the crowding strength of the material 
environment with which we all must 
struggle and win if we are not to die.

But in its headlong plunge from the 
regions of above it also conveys the 

-significance of those forces, invisible 
yet potent, which assail man from the 
sky; the energies from planets and 
Zodiacal signs, which, though more sub
tle in their attack, have even more 
power to shape and mold the destiny 
of man.

Environmental forces* those from the 
stars and those from physical contacts 
of the earth, are ever present, and their 
impacts call for well considered resist
ance. We cannot escape them, as the 
timid hare seems to seek to scamper 
from beneath Orion’s feet. When prob- 

(Continued on page 29)
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Bringing Your Stars to You 
Astrologically With Your

Personal Daily Guide
By HAASAN OSIRIS 

Author of “Astrological Birth-Control, the Nation’s 
Greatest Asset,” “Astrology and Surgery”

Hdasan Osiris

WORLD OUTLOOK
October, 1935

HE New Moon on the 27th of last 
month occurring in the 1st degree of

Libra is the significator for this month’s 
indications. Libra is an airy, cardinal, 
equinoctial, positive, generative, san
guine, Zodiacal sign ruled by Venus.

This indicates a far-flung effort by 
the old order of things to stake a come
back. There will be bitter political con
tests and much damaging propaganda 
against the Administration. President 
Roosevelt’s planets are very strong at 
this* time and you may be assured that 
no faction and, no opponents will be 
able to get the upper hand in their 
schemes to fool the people and influ
ence the majority against him.

Severe newspaper campaigns will 
only tend to blacken the eyes and per
vert the efforts of those who have their 
own glory in mind. This is a month 
when co-operation should be given the 
high officials, but they will have every
thing but that.

Terrific storms and unseasonable 
weather prevails throughout the nation. 
Peculiar freaks of accidents seem to 
occur in rapid succession on the high
ways, railroads and in the air. Deaths 
of many prominent people. Terrible 
crimes and incendiary fires in various 
thickly settled sections.

The unemployment situation im
proves very much and the relief rolls 
will have a small percentage of people 
on their rolls.

War clouds spring up in various 
parts of the world and the United 
States :is to play a very prominent, im
portant and outstanding part in arbi
tration.

A new Religion comes to the fore
ground and there are great discoveries 
in the science of medicine and chem
istry. Some very well known and 
prominent man in his line will make 
drastic discoveries for the treatment of

cancer and other malignant diseases 
which will be promptly adopted by the 

- profession.
New .revolts in Germany and the 

stamp of public disapproval is placed 
over Italy unless Mussolini revises his 
plans and methods of dealing with in
ternational affairs.

England will be prospering as she 
will have a general improvement in 
trade relations and be. experiencing 
profitable commercial enterprises in 
some of her colonies. -

. There is great unrest in the far east 
with skirmishes in Japan; China and 
India. Important news emanates from 
Australia.

New records will be set in sports 
throughout the world.

It is a restless month over the na
tions of the earth with not much prog
ress being made toward world peace; 
it is, however, - a good month for do
mestic relationship and international 
prestige for the United States.

OCTOBER, 1935 
For the Zodiacal Signs

- ARIES’.

(For those born between Mar. 21- 
Apr. 19)

You in Aries should be careful of 
trickery and treachery among your sup
posed friends. Also guard your health 
as you will be subject to various ail
ments if you are careless. Prevent ac
cidents in traffic and at home. Attempt 
nothing new and be guided by your 
daily indications given in the daily 
guide on the opposite page.

TAURUS

(For those born between April 20
- May 20)
You Taureans are coming into a bit 

of confusion now because you have sev
eral transiting planets adverse to you;

It is your tendency in a time like this 
to go all to pieces; therefore, you who 
are fortunate enough to read this, be 
master of yourself and overcome it. 
Guard finances and shun disputes or 
quarrels. Pay no attention to various 
rumors being circulated.

GEMINI

(For those born between May 21-
• June 21)

October is a rather quiet month for 
you of Gemini. Most of your planets 
are in neutral signs, therefore, there is 
nothing much beside the usual daily 
routine for you now. During the month 
it would be a good idea to start making 
plans for the winter, since you will 

' come into some disturbing elements 
later: “To be forewarned is to be fore
armed.” Guard health from minor ail
ments at this time.

CANCER

(For those born between June 22- 
July 22)

Things for you in the Cancer family 
should be breaking well at this time. 
Begin important undertakings and start 
all new enterprises that are near and 
dear to your heart. This is a time to - 
forge ahead and make the best of your 
many opportunities. Travel will bring 
you in touch with favorable and profit- . 
able conditions now.

LEO

(For those born between July 23- 
Aug. 22)

After this siege of conditions last 
month when things went wrong you 
now emerge into a very profitable time. 
Improvement in health and increase in 
income is indicated for most of you of 
the Leo family. Company and popu
larity are interesting experiences for 
this month.

(Continued on page #4)
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Personal Astrological Daily Guide
Gallery of Letters With 

Their Meaning
G: Capital G means a very good 

day. Ask favors, seek work, sign 
papers, promote your affairs, take 
trips, advertise, make friends, in
vestigate, attend to everything of 
importance. Go places and do 
things.

g: Small g means a slightly good 
day. On these days attend to usual 
routine, make offers, entertain 
company, visit, write letters, send 
telegrams, take short trips, im
prove your personal affairs. Buy 
things, sell and invest.

A: Capital A means an adverse day. 
On these days use care and cau
tion in all dealings, avoid acci
dents, losses, thefts, and guard' 
your health. Also be careful of 
misunderstandings and engage in 
no arguments. Take no risks or 
chances.

a: Small a means a slightly adverse 
day. On these, days attend only 
to necessary duties, strive to keep 
cheerful, avoid hurts and wounds, 
make haste slowly and seek de
pendable advice before acting. 
Avoid domestic inharmony.

D: Capital D means a doubtful day. 
Quite likely on these days several 
alternate good and adverse influ
ences prevail and you should be 
discreet in all activities. Do not 
take too much for granted—don’t 
be too sure. Postpone things.

N: Capital N means a Neutral day.
On this day the influences are 
equally balanced, therefore it is 
not a very important day. Go 
about your usual affairs with usual 
prudence and it will be a success

’ ful but uneventful day.
C: Capital C means a Critical day. 

On these days you should be un
usually careful and cautious in 
everything. Be sure to avoid ac
cidents, sudden losses,. explosions, 
falls, hurts, cuts and bruises. Un
dertake NOTHING important.

F: Forenoon of this day is good, but 
the afternoon is adverse; therefore 
the A.M. should be considered as 
G and the P.M. as A.

P: Afternoon is good but the forenoon. 
is adverse. Therefore the day 
should be considered as A in A.M. 
and G in P.M. \

E: This letter will be used in com
bination with other letters and 
pertains to the : Evening of any 
day when ■ the Evening influences 
differ from the influences of the 
rest of the day. A letter E added 
to any day means the evening is 
good for romance, pleasure seek
ing, amusements, visiting, short 
trips and general recreations.

V: This letter will also be used in 
combination with other letters

OCTOBER, 1935
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Date
1

Ari. 
A

Tau. 
g

Gem.
a

Can. 
G

Leo. 
a

Vir. 
g

Lib, 
A

Soo. 
g

Sag. 
a

Cap. 
g

Aqu.
A

Pis. 
G

2 g F g a p a p a p a G N
. 3 G a G a G a G a G a g a

4 gV aE . g aE g AE g aE g . aE g aE
5 a g a g a. g a g a g a g
6 a G a G a G ' A g A . G a g
7 g N g A g I) g A g a a a
S G a G A G N . G a G A N a
9 a g a G A g a G - N D N D

10 a g aE g A g aE gV D g aE g
11 g ■ a ■ G a g a G a N a g a
12 gV a’ g a gV a g a gV a G A
13 N NE N NE N NE N NE N NE N NE
14 a ■ g A- ' g । a. G A g ■ N g N G '
15 g . a . N A G g g A g a G a
16 g. a N a g g g a g a g '
17 a g a g a G a G a G a g
18 a g a g a G a G a G, a g
19 aE gV aE F aE gV aE gV aE gV aE gV
20. G a ■ G A N A G C g D N D
21 G . A g A N A g g g N N D
22 a G N G a . N ; a G a G A G
23 A G • .D g ' A N a G a G A g
24 a gV D gV aE N aE a aE g a g
25 g D g A G a N A G a G ■ A
26 g N G A G a N . a G a g. a
27 a g a G a G A G a N N ;

' 28 a g a g . a G a G A N ' a. g
29 aE g aE g D gV a gV a gV aE ; gV
30 G a g a G N ■ a A g a G a
31 G a g a . g N a a g a g a

Directions : First find the column which includes your birthday, 
then look down that column of letters until you come to the date of 
the month you wish (given at the left). After securing the key
letter for that date refer to the Gallery of Letters to find out the 
indications for that day. When more than one letter is given for 
any day look up both letters for that day and govern yourself ac
cordingly.

This is a Daily Guide for each Zodiacal Sign for the present 
month.

when , the evening hours differ 
from the rest of the day. The 
letter V added to any day means 
the evening is adverse for risks 
or ventures and it is best to re
main at home and engage only in 
quiet recreations with friends or 
family.

Remember that when a day is marked 
G it is good for most all progressive 
things, even though they might not be 
mentioned in the paragraph. Remem
ber that a day marked A is adverse 
for most all progressive things, even 
though they are not mentioned in the 
paragraph.
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The Secrets of Handwriting Revealed
DEGREES OF ENERGY IN HANDWRITING

- By KNUTE O. HOLM—Certified Grapho-Analyst
TN THE April issue of The Occult 
A Digest we discussed two very valu
able forces as they showed up in the 
writing. These forces were Will Power 
and Determination. Some fortunate 
people possess both of these traits. But 
the handwriting of innumerable per
sons discloses only one. That is—one 
of these forces very well developed; the 
other not so much. But in any case, 
Will Power and Determination are 
classes or rather forms of energy that 
practically amount to special endow
ments.

The strength of certain strokes in 
the handwriting of an individual may 
reveal the fact that he or she possesses 
one or both of these faculties in a de
gree that is very unusual; these traits 
being- disclosed in the condition of the 
letter “t” and the down strokes. But 
strange as it may seem, there are many 
people who do not put into actual and 
practical use these very important 
forces, And with these energies, as 
well as with everything else, it is the 
use of them, not merely the possession, 
that really counts. Anil more often 
than not the writing of a person will 
give the reason why these people do not 
employ these forces as completely as 
they should. The “m” may show them 
to be timid. The “t” may show that 
they put off performing their duties. 
The finals may disclose, a decided strain 
of indefiniteness. The writing in gen
eral may also show a lack of energy, 
and it is energy and the degree with 
which it stands out in a script that we 
shall endeavor to discuss in this article.

When it comes to determining wheth
er or not a person is energetic the 
Grapho-Analyst must look for it in sev
eral places. That is why it is necessary 
to take into consideration several lines 
of writing, often a whole page. The 
latter is better and also safer because 
a line or so of writing does not always 
bring out the necessary information.

When energy shows up unhampered ■ 
by any negative trait in a whole page 
of writing it is a natural reflection of a 
highly energetic person. It is a combi
nation of mental and nervous energy 
coupled with a strong desire for physi
cal activity; This force may safely be 
called “generalized energy.” When a 
specimen of writing shows it to be a 
dominating condition in a person it per
meates everything that person thinks 
and does. Hence the before mentioned 
term,;

This general energy shows in the av
erage speed of the script and the condi
tion of the “m” and the “w.” The force 
and condition of the strokes in the vari
ous letters also brings it out. The position 
of the strokes in themselves have very 
little to do with it. But they may show 
how his energy may be spent, or how 
the person concerned is using it.

When all this evidence shows in one

specimen it is easier for the person con
cerned to accomplish what he sets out 
to do. Their efforts are not hampered 
or forced. Such people are “naturals.” 
This general energy releases their- pow
er of performance so that it is natural 
for them to bring to a successful issue 
that which they center their attention 
or faculties- upon.

Unfortunately this natural release of 
the faculties or energies does not al
ways exist. Too often they are held in 
check—even dominated—by a negative 
influence. The general compactness of 
Ihe script may show tiinidness. The 
condition of the “t” may show procras
tination; or the writing as a whole may 
disclose only one form pf_energy that 
is outstanding. . ’

This is very clearly brought out in a 
specimen we analyzed only a short time 
ago. There were four persons in this 
particular party and the writing of 
each one disclosed a different degree of 
energy.

The letter “t” in the first specimen 
disclosed an unusual degree of mental 
energy. There was a tremendous driv
ing force here that was capable of driv
ing before it everything that came 
within its influence. This was rein
forced by a strong-strain of concentra
tion. This person was perfectly will- 
:ng and able to spend that mental en
ergy on one thing at the time, but he 
never wasted an ounce of that mental 
or nerve force in unnecessary gestures 
or actions. There was not the slightest 
evidence of enthusiasm in the even, flow 
of the words or the condition of the 
“t,” but there was a directness in the 
finals which proved that he wanted to 
go directly at a problem and have it 
over with. This also held good in con
nection with any other proposition or 
undertaking. The abruptness of the 
words and the strokes proved only too 
clearly that this force was not far 
reaching. It had no endurance. It spent 
itself within a short range, but within 
that range this force strove to rule 
everything that canie within its do
main. People of this type tend to be 
forceful and try to - rule those with 
whom they come in contact. But in this 
case the “m” and the general condition 
of the script in itself proved the per
son concerned was timid, especially in 
times of stress or emergencies. He was 
under a constant strain of apprehen
sion that held him down. This nega
tive influence ruled him in every re
spect; in his association with people, 
in connection with incidents and occur
rences and in his business ventures.

The second specimen shewed more en
ergy. The words were more certain in 
formation. .There was also a broadness 
to the strokes and the letters that 
showed more release of energy than the 
first specimen. In this case the “m” 
proved that this was, as in the first 
specimen, mostly mental energy. There

was more speed to the script and the 
individual letters more definite. But 
this time the mental and nerve force 
was controlled by another influence. 
This was a strong strain of conserva
tism disclosed in the formation of both 
the “t” and the “m.” The writer' of 
this specimen had a good deal of energy 
at her disposal or command. She was 
also willing to use and spend that force, 
but in a certain way or by certain 
means. This conservatism meant that 
she wanted to be absolutely sure that 
whatever she used that energy for 
would turn out well. She did not want 
to waste it. . She always wanted to 
travel a well-posted road. And that 
road had to be a good road and a per
fectly safe road that would carry her 
to the desired end she had in mind. All 
this was based on conservatism, a well- 
developed desire1 to be safe, and not 
upon fear or timidness. The sloping 
of the .letters and the condition of the 
loops also showed a desire to reach out 
foi- friendship. She was willing to 
spend her emotions in kindliness, but 
the before mentioned conservatism 
ruled her here also. It ruled her men
tal and emotional energies and directed 
them along conservative channels,

In the third specimen the release of 
the mental and emotional forces or en
ergies showed a good increase. There 
was no unnecessary retracing in some 
of the letters and the formation of the 
words disclosed a freedom in mental ac
tivity that enabled the person concerned 
to cover a larger field. The letter “t” 
alone showed a mental endurance that 
was above the average. This meant a 
release of mental energy that went fur
ther and covered more distance, but 
with a more even or steady application 
of the intellectual forces. The angu
larity of the script in general disclosed 
a degree of aggressiveness that had not 
been detected in any of the other writ
ings. This indicated a desire to strike 
out and to accomplish, that was. not 
held down to comparatively few chan
nels as was the case in the second 
specimen. Instead, the down strokes 
disclosed an interest in several things. 
This, together with a natural degree of 
aggressiveness, proved that he was 
willing to go from one thing or subject 
to the next without delay; in fact, he 
preferred to do this very thing. The 
strokes below the line also brought out 
evidence of initiative. He wanted to be. 
up and doing what he had to do. But 
the condition of the “t” was such that 
it proved him to be of a practical na
ture. In spite of his varied interests 
he did not care to attempt the impos
sible. The down strokes and t]ie slope 
of the letters proved he wanted to 
travel here and there, also that he 
wanted to meet people; but he preferred 
to do it with his feet on the ground.

(Continued on page 28)
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Timeliness 
by Paul Jans

The driftwood gliding on the tide 
rides on—far out to sea,

Emerging on each wave’s high urge, 
but drifts nonchalantly.

To be a perch for some stray bird 
is all that she may ask . . .

To rest his search, without a word, 
fulfills her humble task.

She may be cast tomorrow noon 
high-crested on the beach. 

And partly covered-up with sand, 
rest almost out of reach

Because no sailor picked her up 
to mend his gale-swept rig;

But less than even slave to fate, 
she does not care a fig!

. Nor does she rail against the earth, 
to be, a piece of wood,

Complaining of her birth . . . or think 
she “isn’t any good”:

’ Yet waits till, broken crackling dry— 
poor souls may'build a pyre,

'They, perishing well-nigh with cold— 
and warms them by her fire!

Devotion .
by Olive Scott Stainshy

Beloved Lover of Cod’s starry skies, 
Tonight my heart’s love wings its way 

to you, .
To find reflected in your loving eyes
The love you gave me shining there so 

true.
Though distance, separates us, held 

apart .
By destiny we. cannot comprehend,
We still can speak the language of the 

heart, .
Eternal love ... the love that has no 

end..

We turn for consolation to God's love, 
And find His gentle angels waiting 

there
To point us to the higher realms above, 
Where we shall wander in that king

. dom rare.
We find, that we arc led by angels,, 

bright,
Into the dawn of’ Love and Truth and 

Kight. ? .

Via Air
by Ethel Romig Fuller

I broadcast a daily prayer, 
Confident that God somewhere 
Beyond the stars is listening in, 
And hears above the Cosmic din 
Any cry, any plaint, 
However far away and faint. 
Then tuning in on Heaven, I 
Await with patience His reply, 
Till certain-clear in turn, I get 
God on my receiving set.

The Plea 
by Rodney L. Santee 

Copyrighted
“The Law” hath been spoken! “The 

Law” will abide
While the races, of Man rise and fall 
. as the tide.
And Justice both evil and good will 

record. -
Therefore balance Her scales, or be

ware of Her sword.
Ye Great Lords of Karma; Give ear 

to my plea!
That the motive be. judged, as the deed 

e’en must be.
The Spirit within me is pointing the 

way
But the body is weak, and my feet 

often stray
Afar from the pathway that leads to 

the Light,
Into brambles and thorns and the dark

ness of night.
To the cry of my brother my heart is 

attuned, .
But my fingers pour gall and not balm 

on his wound.
The words that I speak with a kindly 

intent ’
Through misunderstanding are broken 

and bent. .
I seek out the orphan, so friendless, 

alone, : .
.To partake of my bread, hut I give 

. him a stone. .
I try to save some from the quicksands 

of sin, ■
But my too eager hands, plunge them 

.still farther in. . . -
I lift one so broken with sorrow and 

pain .
Then I fall, and my burden is broken 

again.
Ye Great Lords of Karma! Give car 

to my plea !
Let my motive \w judged, as toy deed 

e'en must be. ■ .

The poem “THE PLEA” by Rodney 
I,. Santee was inspired by the reading 
ol “THE LAW’’ by Ella Wheeler Wil
cox, reference to which is made in the 
first stanza of the. poem. . .

The Way of Life
. by Marion B. Shoen

Death is a grand beginning, 
And life is its Infinite way; 
Anil the only ways of sinning 
Are the hopeless prayers wc pray.
Cur griefs, oiir tears and our sorrow 
Are stains on the perfect page; , 
For death and the glad tomorrow 
Have little to do with age.
We go when we are ready, 
When we've said what we came to say; 
Death is grand. It is strong and steady, 
And life is its Infinite way. .

Fresh From the Hand of (foil 
by Eugenia T. Finn

The gift of Dawn—a promised day, 
Untouched and radiantly fair,
Drifts softly from the shadowed glades 
As faith ascends through gates of 

prayer.

This day is mine in which to claim 
Each blessed moment—every- hour.
I face the East and with calm breath 
Attune my strength with Cosmic power.

In thought I gather names, like leaves 
That wait, upturned, to Heaven's wine; 
And tenderly lay one by one . ■ 
Within my inner temple’s shrine. •

God. sees them there: the ones I love. 
And some I fail to understand.
His love removes the clouding dust, 
Till all are safe within His. hand.

And I may go upon my way 
Prepared to meet Life’s offerings. 
Fear cannot bind, nor error chain. 
The soul that feels God-given wings.

Records
by Jessie Florence Springer

Within I he. vaulted chambers of the
Deep . '

Wirch know not height nor depth nor 
space imr time,

Each life has left a record of its own 
Upon the plastic ethers deeply graven.

A soul attuned oncemore may see and 
hear

Life’s dramas acted oil a cosmic stage.
Life's tragedies, life's comedies, life’s 

fa rise
Shalt pass before him on ethereal 

screens. •

Ami he will bow his head in abject, 
shame' -

Before the august presence of his.
Judge—-
. - And that-is hell.

Or he will glow with gratitude and say, 
“My guardian angel, he was leading 

. then”— .
A nd. that, is' heaven.

Deefi Peace of Eveninti 
bi/ Mary E. Askins

Deep peace of evening ' 
Sink; down within my heart, 
Quiet stars of evening 
Give to me your calm.
Whence comes the benediction 
Falling' with the twilight? ■ 
God is surely here.
The Soul feels God
In the holy peace of evening.
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E ndocrinology—Brain? Kundilini—What ?
' By CAPTAIN JAY

HpHIS article is intended only for 
-a- minds that can concentrate, analyze, 

and really think. Electricity is one of 
man’s best friends, very few recogniz
ing the thousands upon thousands of 
uses man puts it to. today. The gen
erators, motors, solenoids, condensers, 
robots, light, heat, therapeutics, radio; 
yet electricity is a dangerous weapon 
if improperly handled and will kill just 
as quickly as it will serve mankind.

We have by education learned not 
to scrape the insulation from the wires 
carrying it to our household appliances, 
nor to put a light bulb in a bath tub 
of water and try to take a bath. Ex
periments over periods of many cen
turies have shown that the Kundilini 
force is more deadly than electricity 
improperly handled and vastly more 
beneficial and useful to mankind when 
properly handled. Why do the ancient 
writings refer to the Kundilini as White 
and Black Kundilini? The answer is 
found in the answer to why brain mat
ter is white and gray (gray being only 
a shade of black).

Science informs us. the sole food of 
the brain is oxygen and lactic acid; 
that this food is assimilated by the 
white brain matter and that the gray 
(black) brain matter regulates the gly
cogen and prevents ketones from enter
ing the brain system.

We find that the Kundilini force is 
polarized with a negative and positive 
polarity. In fact, we find that there are 
two Kundilini forces, each with differ
ent frequencies. The negative pole of 
Kundilini is situated at the same place 
as the negative pole of medulla ob
longata, but the positive poles of these 
three forces are located, at different 
poles in or near the head. .The medulla 
oblongata just above the atlas of the 
spine, the Black Kundilini at the Pi
tuitary Body and the White Kundilini 
at or near the Pineal Gland.

Thus we have in the spine of man 
three different forces, each on a dif
ferent frequency, two of which (me
dulla and Black K.) can be registered 
and traced by instruments, and one of 
which, as it nears the Pineal Gland 
(White K.) is soon beyond the range 
of instruments. Demonstrations have 
proven that man can utilize these forces 
to increase brain activity. Under all 
these circumstances should not man en
deavor to increase the use of brain 
cells, at least up to 10% or beyond.

The White Kundilini force increases 
its vibratory rate so rapidly from the 
atlas to the region of the Pineal Gland 
that no instrument known to the writer 
has so far been devised that will reg
ister its vibration. The rate beyond the 
region of the base of the nose (the 
vibratory rate of the Pineal) to my 
knowledge has never been determined, 
but has been estimated to be in the bil

lions of cycles per second class.
Are we laying the foundation for 

man’s concept for the fourth or other 
. dimensional plane beyond that to which 
we have heretofore been accustomed? 
Can two or more things occupy the 
same space at the same time without 
interfering with each other? At least 
some fiction writers are formulating 
concepts of dimensions beyond what 
we are normally capable of conceiving.

But let us confine ourselves to the 
body of man, his domicile, or place of 
living. We are conscious of the space 
occupied by our bodies, and not con
scious of other things,, substances, ele
ments, or forces occupying that same 
space at the same time. So let us not 
confuse the meaning of time and space. 
To the average mind time is a passing. 
thing, while space is a place occupied 
by a three dimensional substance. While 
to a scientifically trained mind, time 
and space are only relative. Imagine 
yourself seated at a telescope capable 
of seeing a man on a planet one thou
sand light years distant. You see a man 
on that planet seated at a telescope, 
looking at you. You see him wave his 
hand (apparently at you). When did 
he wave his hand? How long ago did 
the happening take place that he was 
looking at? Now you have what? (De
pending on each individual concept.) 
You have three times in the same space 
at the same time. What you saw took 
place one thousand years before you 
saw it. What he saw took place two 
thousands years before the time you 
sat at the telescope. You have present 
time, time one thousand years ago, and 
time two thousand years ago, all in one 
time and all in the same space.

We are not ordinarily conscious of 
the radiant energy in and around the 
body, but delicate laboratory instru
ments register these forces. We do 
know that the human body is an ideal 
receiving antenna for. radio impulses, 
broadcast by a distant radio station. 
(Disconnect your radio aerial and have 
three or more persons join hands, then 
let one of them put his finger on the 
antenna post of your radio set and it 
will prove itself.) By analogy at least, 
this radio energy and your body are 
occupying the same space at the same 
time, although you are wholly uncon
scious of the presence of these radio 
impulses. (Time as here used is as the 
average man perceives it as is also 
space.) :

Knowing of the existence of the 
forces occupied by the same space with 
the body, we will now deal with that 
radiant force • (visible to some) sur
rounding the human body, called the 
Aura.

Can it be possible that here exists 
something that was lost to man—the 
power to see the human aura and diag

nose his many traits, ailments, and even 
his disposition and emotions? Where 
did the ancient painters of Holy Pic
tures ever get the idea of painting a 
halo around the head of Christ and 
other holy persons they desired to rep
resent by these paintings?

Now we are informed of the success
ful photographing of the human aura 

■ on the thin film of silver oxide. .
The use of certain color screens shows 

that there may be many small auras in 
different bands of the spectrum going 
to make up the body aura under proper 
screening. Why should the sodium band 
photograph to the exclusion of the other 
parts of the spectrum?

By analogy we must conclude that 
whatever color is visible in the aura, 
that chemical in a vital state, must also 
be present in the human body. We take 
all of our chemicals into the human 
body through food and drink (except 
Niton) in a so-called solid form. Then 
the process Of digestion and assimila
tion volatilize these chemicals.

We have produced radiant energy, or 
force, capable of being measured, at 
least to a degree. We appear to be 
nearing the goal when the diagnoses 
of human ailments will be made with 
the spectroscope and other laboratory 
instruments. The application of scien
tific methods to the study of the human 
aura, will in time change the entire 
method of treating the diseases of man.

A more thorough and complete knowl
edge of the brain system, endocrinology, 
body aura and the Kundilini, will give 
to the medical profession the key to 
the causes of man’s ailments and as
sist prophylactic treatment instead of 
treating the effect. This, together with 
modern surgery will be all the healing 
science man will need for many cen
turies to come.

Numerous experiments have proven 
that we can control the functions of 
the ductless glands and choose what
ever combination we desire to put into 
operation. Let us apply some of our 
own experiences, together with cold 
logic and laboratory tests to some of 
these endocrine operating Triads.

The Love Cycle — Pituitary Body, 
Thymus, and the Gonads (a pure phys
ical love). When youth begins to bloom 
and feels the urge to procreate the spe
cies, he is in love. The following experi
ences have been experienced by the most 
of us: ’

1—Pituitary Body. All the mental 
pictures of the opposite Sex are beau
tiful and kindly. ,

2—Thymus Gland. All our sensations 
in the region of the heart are loving 
and gentle.

3—Gonad Glands. Our sex organs 
are stimulated and there is the urge 
to copulate.

(Continued on page 23)
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DREAMS
By JESSAMINE S. FISHBACK

D REAM Thoughts and Their Linguis
tic Correlatives. As a mind and a 

body vitalized by the same blood stream, 
a race’s ideational powers and its lin
guistic system develop as parts of the 
same process, the series of develop
mental changes we call evolution. The 
transition from the primitive and 
simple to the enlightened and complex 
includes the change from tonal varia
tions for expression of the different 
moods and passions, the growls of rage, 
shrieks of fear and hate, the screams 
of pain and the murmurs of love and 
contentment to formal variations in the 
words that symbolize the thought ex
pressed viva voce.

Any animal that responds to kind
ness and love and care can be taught to 
speak the words that symbolize its im
pulses, within the limits of the powers 
of its voice mechanism. I have taught 
dogs, cats, hens the simple formulae of 
asking for food and drink, for express
ing the wish to leave their inclosed 
homes in distinctly separate and un
confused speech.

Each type, as it acquires the power 
to think, must think in definite terms. 
The terms become the linguistic system 
of the type, its media of transmission 
of its thoughts from one individual to 
another. The language is formed in 
accord with the vocal structure by 
reason of the fact that the vocal pow
ers are a specialized sense and all mor
phological parts are the reflex and cor
responding materiality of the creative 
thought in which they were formed.

It is a long way from primitive sound 
to the vocal facility to acquire the lan
guage of an alien race. It is almost 
beyond the powers of any type to use 
with ease and facility the linguistry of 
another. The employment of an ad
vanced grammatical construction is a 
matter of will and conscious effort and 
hence in dreams the Ego may revert to 
what seems weird and fantastic in the 
interpretation of the sensation to which 
it reacts when stimulated by a mental
ity on a higher plane of vibrative 
thought. It is for the re-translation of 
the sense of the dream that psychopa
thologists separate the dream into its 
elemental parts and submit each part 
to the waking consciousness—only then 
can the analyst know what the dream 
means to'the subject of his ministra
tions, but left to time the dreamer will 
always know the code signals impressed 
by the contact of vibrative waves with 
his own mind substance.

We can “talk to Mars” at the first 
moment a scientist can transcribe the 
code carried by the infinitesimal waves 
that cross the stratosphere and reach 
the mentalities of a degree of sensi
tivity to react to the contacts.

Confusion and Cross Currents in 
Dreams. The mechanics of thinking is 
a process of instinctive induction.

Given a mentality and physique of un
mixed cells and cellular impressions in 
the subjective and allow the mind to 
develop naturally and without suppres
sion or restraint there would be no need 
for artificial ■ education.

In pure mental types the dream 
thoughts, undirected by the conscious 
will, are the Ego’s clear perception of 
truths. Disturbances, obstructions and 
interruptions of the thought stream are 
interpolations from cross currents from 
the objective when they occur in the 
dreams of unmixed racial types.

A race segregated from aliens in its 
domestic and business life would be free 
from these contacts as they would be 
free, in their waking life from the 
strain of effort to comply with their 
suggestions and mandates for economic 
and civic practices. Psychologists have 
shown by tests that as much as ninety 
pel’ cent of the behavioristic reactions 
of some individuals are determined by 
their desire to meet imposed require
ments and only ten per cent by their 
inherent sense of right and for their 
own benefit.

Truly, “No man rules another .for 
the other’s good.” Nations and peo
ples follow the course of individuals in 
doing what they are expected to do— 
and the practice after generations be
comes automatic and the masses follow 
their small wealth intrenched groups 
without question until they lose the 
habit, then the power, of thinking for 
themselves. A wealth bloated egotist 
may write the story of his rise from 
poverty to wealth and cry because he 
has had only one hundred thousand 
dollars as an annual salary, when 
through his efforts the dozen exploiters 
associated with him in the control of a 
gigantic industry are taking hundreds 
of millions from the people as a whole 

■—-and never realize that the wrong lay 
in the few monopolizing by deceptive 
methods the rights of their fellow men.

Reflexes of .Mind in Matter. Like 
the band of a receiving radio, the ap
proach to the mind substance for vibra
tive waves is a definite and limited 
space. ■

Too many afferent currents converg
ing toward the same point displace and 
disarrange the pattern of each other 
as the inflowing waters of tributary 

■streams displace the surface water of 
the main current of the river.

Generating thought mechanisms as 
far outnumber the human mentalities 
that dream in harmony with a given 
thought intensity as broadcasting sta
tions exceed the capacity of an indi
vidual band. A dream may be mingled 
and confused with extraneous matter 
as the crossed line of a vibrating tele
phone connection interjects words, syl
lables, pauses of an entirely different 
message on a different theme.

In senility or disease the outer mem
ory cells are first to become emaciated, 
dormant, atrophied. The facts of the 
dream, the waves in grapho-phonetie 
code form, pass the affected cells as a 
thrown ball passes the paralyzed hands 

• of a catcher to go on and contact the 
first force of effective resistance it en
counters. The cells encountered are 
then the cause of associated experiences 
with the dream itself. The irrelevancy 
of their impress causes inconsistent 
ideas to mingle as parts of different dis
course if one picked up the pages of 
different books and read them in a 
sequence.

■ As the concentric waves on the sur
face of a pool may strike the project
ing end of a partially submerged log 
and break into fantastic crinkles and 
lines against the obstruction, the waves 
carrying dream thoughts in transfer
ence may contact with a complex from 
a partially repressed memory and ap
pear to the subjective mind, which 
reads by instinct and reasons by induc
tion, to be far removed from the actual 
content of the message transferred 
from the sending mind.

Dreams as Criteria of Sanity. Insan
ity is alienation of the mental faculties 
from the physical senses. It becomes 
pathological when reaching-a degree of 
dissynchronization in which the mind 
no longer directs the behavior of the 
individual. .

Disorientation, the maladjustment of 
the personality to the facts of environ
ment and the requirements of his so
cial status may manifest in the same 
erratic reaction to objective stimuli 
of thought but only through the lack of 
understanding or the inherent antag
onism to an adapted and unnatural 
mode of living.

. The disoriented and misfits lapse to 
their instinctive forms .of expression of 
feelings in their dreams just as indi
viduals forced by circumstances to use 
a foreign language revert to the native 
tongue when they are with their own 
racial type again or when freed from 
the necessity of constant concentration 
of the attention to the unnatural habit 
of speech. Thus the dreams of aliens, 
of persons of mixed blood, or of those 
whose stadia of enlightenment are few 
and not fully assomilated may react as 
erratically to the stimuli of. dream, 
thoughts as the organically or func
tionally diseased. .

As I have asked numbers of children 
in places remote from each other the 
simple test question,- “Do you want to 
go for a ride?” and received replies:

“I’m afraid of the bullocks.” From a 
tot recently brought from the Austral
ian bush.

“Oh, yes. I love the donkeys.” From 
an Italian.

“Where’s your automobile?” “Could
(Continued on page 20)
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I BOOKS and WORK
j of J. C. F. GRUMBINE

j Sonic of the most helpful and interesting books on 
I Spiritualism and Psychic. Development have been 

written by him. They are practical, spiritual and 
| of a high inspiration.

I O Clairvoyance—Cloth, English edition. First 
practical book ever writ-ten on the subject; teaches 
you how to penetrate the veil of sense, see spirits 
enter consciously into communion with the loved 
ones who have gone on before and realize your 

J clairvoyant perception as did Jesus, Appolonius, 
.Mohammed, Swedenborg and- Andrew Jackson 
Davis. • The Book is a series of lessons once sold 
for $12. Now in cloth .... ......... —.. .............$3.00

I O Clairaudience. How to unfold the Spiritual 
Hearing; Paper..- . ....   ..85c
O Telepathy. Paper; The Science of Thought 
Transference........... ... ........  :........ $1.00
O Psychometry, or the Sixth Sense. Paper, 80c 
O The Spirit World, Where and What It Is..50c

। G The Secrets and Mysteries of the New and 
' i Applied Psychology'. A wonderful book......$1.00 
| For folder of “The System of Philosophy Concern
' ing Divinity,” for quick, dependable .teaching on 
I Psychic Unfoldment. Send Stamped, Addressed En- 
! velope (large). Address

' J. C. F. GRUMBINE
1717 S-. E. 24th Ave. Portland, Oregon 

Key No. OD.
(Send P. O. Money Orders for books)

&400O00O00C00000O00O00000000O0OO00000O00C 
: Turn Your Talents to Success I 

o Numeroscope and Lucky Daya-------------------- ------------$1.00 © 
’ REGULAR $5.00 READING—Personal---------------------- ®
o Numeroscope, Horoscope, Best Days, o
£ 3-year Forecast. Ask questions J------------- $3.00 ®
• Send full original name; date, month, year of o 
o birth; married name; present signature. £

□ MARY ADAMS g
2 63 3 1 Kimbark Ave. Chicago, Ill.' o0 O O O O O O 4 O 4 O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 4

. NUMEROLOGY
Your Name Analyzed By Mary Adams
Send full name and present signature, also year, month and day of birth. Communications with
out name and address will not be answered. Analysis should pertain to yourself and not to oomeono 
else. Address NUMEROLOGIST, The Occult Digest, 1900 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
Names are not analyzed privately for a stamped, self-addressed envelope. The service in the maga
zine is free and is designed to help those who are in distress.

A.E.L., Minn.—Your business signa
ture is indicative of success so I advise 
you to continue to use it. Your personal 
signature is in harmony with your birth 
date and shows that ;you are versatile, 
fond of change and new experiences. 
This being the case, I suggest that you 
.make no change in the use of your two 
signatures..

E.V., Calif.—Your name is not un
lucky. Your birth date and your name 
both vibrate to 5. You are very restless, 
always looking for excitement and new 
experiences. Your lucky number is 5.

E.F.P., Calif.—You are active; have 
many interests and ambitions. Your 
signature shows that you are interested 
in occult subjects. Your full name shows 
that you are sociable, artistic, friendly 
and love harmony of every kind. Use 
either.

E.H., N.C.—-Use your name Esther 
M., H------ . You have executive ability 
and were born into the world to organ
ize and run either a home or some busi
ness.------------------------- . •

A.S., Ga. — Your husband is active 
with much vitality and perhaps. a bit 
domineering which is “hard for you 
to take,” as you are rather dominant 
yourself. Let your husband be “boss,” 
he is born that way.

F.L., Iowa—Your proposed plan suits 
you well. You are honest, reliable, and 
happy in serving others. Your name 
indicates executive ability and good fi
nancial success. Use the name you 
signed to your letter.

A.A., Neb.—Write out your first name 
and use the initial Z. You have execu
tive ability and good business sense 
and should make . money. You think 
clearly and never let your emotions run 
away with you.

J.M., Wis-—Your signature is per
fect. You are tremendously active with 
many irons in the fire; rather dominant 
and although you have yourself well 
in hand you are a little inclined to be 
jealous and selfish. Your many good 
qualities should conquer this fault.

SCIENCE of COLOR
and RHYTHM By e.j. stevens

Treating especially on the new Science ’ 
of Color—Tones—Healing, Harmony 
and Rhythm. A book for the Scientist, 
the Student and the Layman.
Training your child by using its color 
saves many a bad temper scene. Re
duced to $1.00, postpaid

THE OCCULT BOOK MART 
1900 North Clark Street', Chicago, Illinois

Have You Seen Our Gai?
A . fine, large, beautiful cat with colored coat in 
symbolic design; has a tale of quality—star-lore 
to inspire power to your purpose.
This new 40-page catalogue is descriptive of 
Llewellyn Publications. Astrological books with 
a purpose for people who think. Besides birthday 
readings and special offers, It contains detailed 
descriptions and tables of contents of important 
books on .astrology for layman’, student and prac
titioner. . ■

Send stamp for this unusually interesting 
cat. .
LLEWELLYN PUBLISHING COMPANY

8921 National Blvd. O, Palms
Los Angeles, California

To Get Live Buyers 
Advertise in 

The Occult Digest

A.J., Calif.—You are systematic and 
methodical in all you do. Your signa
ture is good, do not use any initial. 
Your best numbers are 4 and 11. You 
make a good home for your family and 
are very versatile and enjoy change.

E.S., Mich.—Your signature is ex
cellent. Do not use any initial. You 
are restless, very active, fond of out- 
of-door persuits, travel and new ex
periences. You are ambitious, optimis
tic, with lots of “pep” and inspiration.

C.A.M., Calif.—Your signature is 
good. You are domestic, reliable, a 
worker with your hands’, kindly and 
generous; Try not to be jealous. You 
arc generous and home-loving.

A.F., Calif.-—You should write your 
name Anna in order to express har
mony. You are somewhat hard to un
derstand but you are full of inspiration 
and work better alone than under direct 
supervision. Road occult books; they 
will help you.

Dreams'-_ ; (Continued from page 19)

you take me in a’ airship?” and several 
others which indicate ho abnormality 
of mind, but merely show the difference 
of associated images that rise in dif
ferent types of culture and racial age 
at the suggestion offered.:

For the same reason that every po- • 
lice official should be a doctor, every 
doctor a lawyer and every lawyer an 
alienist, a mental analyst should com
bine the qualifications of all three add-

C.F.P., Texas—Charles F. P— or 
C. F. P------ ■ are the forms you should 
use. Your “line” suits you but present 
conditions make any such business dif
ficult. You should find much of interest 
in occult study. •

M.F., Ind.—Your birth path is 22— 
a super number which gives you extra 
strength in accomplishing what you set 
out to do. You are very artistic and 
like only the best in music, clothes, etc. 
Do something artistic; sell something 
pretty in a nice store.

R.F.L., N.Y.—Your best signature is. 
Robert S-—. You are original, inde
pendent, with creative ability and de
cided ideas of your own; rather fond 
of the good things of life.

M.T.B., Mass.—Mary T. B-- - is a 
good signature and shows that you are 
honest, reliable, make a good home and 
are. fond of your family and friends! 
You think clearly and are systematic.

ed. to a humanitarianism as. broad as 
the universe.

Intent and' intent only should consti
tute the. guilt of a criminal act. The 
developed perceptions and understand
ing of the requirements of an enforced 
inode of living should constitute the re
sponsibility of the individual for be
havioristic reactions to the stimulus of 
his surroundings..

- (Continued.next month)
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PSYCHIC
Your Problems Solved

You are allowed one question. Please write briefly and plainly. 
Questions without name and address are not answered. Ad
dress ZA'DKL, The Occult Digrest, 1900 N, Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

Question* are not answered privately for a stamped, self addressed envelope. The 
service in the magazine is free and is designed to help those who are in distress.

.J.V., Md.—No; you are wasting your 
energy and time.

C.A.M., Calif.—For the next four 
months, not so good, then a spurt of 
success followed by a slight upheaval 
after which a steady going ahead.

S.G., Ala.—Sooner than you antici
pate. .

. M.E.H., Pa.—There is nothing you 
can do at present but things take a 
turn for the better after the first of 
the year.

N.H.D., Mich.—I can heartily an
swer, yes; not soon but some time next 
year.

N.Q., Calif.—Sorry the answer is no; 
if you ' can hold on to your . holdings 
do so.

D.S.H., Mich.—Almost anything in 
merchandising; you are a born sales
man and an artist.

A.L., Mex.—No advantages and much 
discomfort.

M.E., Ind.—They were destroyed.
R.B.B., Ind.—Eventually—yes. Stick 

to it. .

REVELATION

E.F.P., Calif.—Many changes are in
dicated before you go. Watch events; 
there are three major ones and several 
lesser ones. -

A.J., Calif.—You would never be 
content; better dispose of the old one.

J.A.O.N., Calif. — The seed once 
planted can never be uprooted. You 
have been resting and will now go for
ward on your mission; may you be 
blessed.

M.M., Ga.—Position is secured.
E.E., Mich.—Colorado would be a 

better place to go for your health and 
success.

E.H.P., Ill.—Things look brighter for 
you but you will make changes of 
abode. : : • 1

N.K., O.—Do not contact your son 
in spirit; believe him to be alive but 
not. in this country. You will see him 
again.

A.C., Calif.—Thank you. Question too 
late for August or September.’ Hope 
you have secured the place.

tap m mm soppily
Read our new book, THE BEGINNING OF 

MIND, doth, 165 pages, $2.00 postpaid. • 
• l.«*anr of the source of inspiration — HUMAN
ITY’S' NEEDS INSPIRE GREAT DEEDS. Strive 
no muir for “srlf-control” but attain true control 
in Mastership in whiili Truth, or True Intelli
gence, from whatsoever source rules or masters 
you. Become a Truth giver and receive complete 
instruction for professional work and" to develop 
literary ability to h'lp ami heal humanity.

Great inventors, artists, writers, planners,, use 
Inner Vision - - Creative Clairvoyance — to perfect 
their work. Our instructions with 100 drawings 
tinted in colors and lettered in five languages, give 
Inner Vision in a few days’ practice, will aid your 
memory ami add marry years to your active life 
span. . : - ’

Send self-addirssed LARGE: envelope, age,, and 
four tine aims,, for free 48-page book on Mind 
Power, one month’s free aid, a personal letter of 
in<t ruction! and a subjective analysis and synthesis.' 
The Mimi World, Dept. 17, New Hampton, New

TRUMPETS
Ihr«e-Pi80& Fibre ................................................. 82.75
Three-Piece Aluminum ...................................... 2.75
Fortuno Tolllnn Cards.......... .............................    (.00
Birth Date Calendars.......................................... .25
We pay postage. (TO.D. orders you par P.O. Fees 

J. M. SIMMONS & CO.
19 W. Jackson Blvd., Rm. 210 Chicago, Ill.

WHWO is IEOH
is revealed in our magazine . • 

. which also describes our
- TROPICAL PARADISE 

of SCIENTIFIC LIVING '
' in Panama.

Write for FREE COPY

MOW. TO LIVE
Hugo; Oklahoma, U.S.A.

Progressed Numerology
self-expression. Rather an easy-come- 
easy-go sort of year. Complete what 
you started in your “1” year.

4—A year for logical and systematic 
planning; for organization and close 
attention to business. A quiet year as 
far as events are concerned.

5—This is a year in which to travel, 
move, make changes and do things. It 
is an intensely active year.

6-—Indicates a year of increased re
sponsibility along conservative lines. It 
is the marriage vibration for men.

7—Watch both your business and 
your health. Study metaphysical or sci
entific subjects. It is an introspective 
year. Holds a marriage vibration for 
women.

8—This brings a good financial and 
executive influence. It is a good time 
to expand your business, invest, buy 
or sell; and should put you ahead fi
nancially.

Marks the end of a cycle. It is a 
“low-water” year; a time to relax and 
not reach out after new goals. Losses 
and separations may come but only th

---- {Continued, from., page 11) 

make way for the new beginning that 
is just around the corner in your ap
proaching “1” year.

Everyone knows that there is no loss 
without a gain; and conversely, that 
there is.no gain without first some sort 
of a loss. This is progress, evolution, 
call it what you will. Every scientific, 
mechanical or other development brings 
both loss and gain. Every baby in 
learning to walk must lose the support 
of his. .mother’s hand in order to' use 
his legs. There is no need to be afraid 
of a nine year, or of a two or a seven 
year. Just remember, if you meet with 
stumbling blocks, use them for building 
blocks.

If you meet with an “11,” use it for 
inspirational, advancement and don’t 
slump into a circumscribed and limited 
“2.” This is a tricky vibration, and is 
just what you make it—high or low. 
In a 22 year you can conquer’ the world 
—that is, if - the world will let you. 
But more people slip back into their 
comfortable routine of 4. and just at
tend to their knitting, and let the “time 
and tide” slip by. .

. (Continued next month)

Psychic Facts
Is there a HEAVEN and a HELL 
in the Next World just beyond?

In the Jungle-lands of the living 
dead we find those we LOVED and 
those we HATED.

WHAT do they think? HOW do 
they live? WHAT are they doing? 
How do their thoughts, acts, and 
deeds influence us ?

In this little book of a hundred 
pages you find the answer by one 
of the world’s best psychics.

Unusual facts on how people live’ 
after so-called death.

Eacts y,ou may not want to be
lieve. ■ ■

Eacts, you may even .dispute.
YET, the proof is in these facts 

WHY NOT know them for vour- 
-clf ? ’ . ’

■ KJ- READ
“Journeys Through Space

By EFFA DA NEESON

Former price, $1.00—Now, 50c

THE OCCULT BOOK MART
1,900 North Clark Street CHICAGO

Prove the value of our advertising by patronizing our advertisers
O Don’t Miss the Next Issue
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Bo You Say
Ad'dress for A-dress'
Dafa for Day'ta
Kew'pon for Coo'pon 
Bowe'kay for Boo-kay'

The first pronunciations are all in
correct.
O Should you like to enrich your vo

cabulary, improve your speech, 
and know that you are speaking 
correct, effective English?

Correct English
( (How to Use It)

A monthly magazine (edited by the 
international authority, Josephine 
Turek Baker, Ph.D.) will keep your 
speech correct—alive—distinguished.
OTear the “coo’pon” NOW and you 

will receive a SAMPLE COPY 
BY RETURN MAIL.

Correct English Publications 
Evanston, Illinois

Send me a copy of your magazine by 
return mail. I am enclosing ten cento 
in stamps or currency to pay the 
mailing charge.
Mr*.
Mita
Mr._..____________ ---------- '-----------------------

Addroao...------ :------------------ ----------------- -—-----

You Should Read
“HUMANITY”

No publication in existence like it. Issued 
monthly from a little ranch in the foothills 
of the mighty Rockies. Edited by a plain 
farmer whose feet are in the furrow while 
his eyes are on the stars. Battling for a New 
America and a Civilized Civilization. A torch 
in the world’s midnight darkness. Radiant 
with Life, Labor, Love. With every yearly 
Subscription to the Magazine is sent joyously 
a FREE copy of “HELLO HAPPINESS’*— 
the Book that Nobody Can Buy. Tells you 
how to live a Hundred years in Health, Hap
piness, Vigor and Efficiency. Sent only to 
The Elect whose subscriptions to HUMAN
ITY are paid for 1935. A Dollar Bill turns 
the switch I Back numbers, 25c.

MORTON ALEXANDER, Editor
Rt. 1, Box 213 Arvada, Colo.
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Ask your News-Dealer for

The OCCULT DIGEST
If he says he hasn’t got it send us his 
name and address. We will send him 
a sample copy Post-Haste.

THE SECRETS OF HANDWRITING 
REVEALED ,

Send bovofq] linos of your own handwriting—preferably something you have already written. 
Communications without name and address will not be answered. Address Grapho-Analyoio,

• Tho Occult Digest, 1900 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois
Your Handwriting Analyzed . By Knute O. Holm

S.A., P.I.—You are aggressive and 
take a good deal of interest in several 
subjects. But mostly along intellectual 
lines. The loops in the “g” shows you 
have a good imagination. This is a 
force that is of great aid to you in 
studying and intellectual pursuits. Some 
of the “t’s” show a good deal of per
severance.

A.A., P.I. — The position of the 
strokes proves you are of a cool and 
unexpressive nature. There is also a 
strong strain of reticence woven into 
your character. This holds you back 
sb much that you are timid. Your 
feelings are very deep and you are im
pressionable.

P.E.A., Iowa—-Although you are de
termined and active you have formed 
a habit of putting off doing some 
things, especially - such tasks which you 
dislike. Develop more will power in 
order to overcome this weakness. Skill 
in the use of your hands shows in the 
“r”. A psychological strain is disclosed 
in some words. :

H.U., Mich.—The condition of the 
strokes proves that you possess a fine 
degree of intelligence. Your mental 
agility also proves that the comprehen
sion is above the average. You have 
a natural insight into things. Your 
talents run along business lines.

R.T.J., Ill.—You are ruled by the 
mental side of your nature, are cool 
and level-headed, also much inclined to 
be shrewd in your thoughts and deal
ings., Your feelings have very little to 
do with your decisions. •

P.E.K., Calif.—Doing things right 
and at the proper time are two of your 
good points. It is a very fine' thing to

Scientific Healing —
An instance of magnetism mentally 

directed and used also to stimulate the 
circulation, is as follows: '

One visualizes a blood cell, starting 
under the left armpit, and slowly sees 
it moving in outline form around the 
whole body, back again to the left arm
pit, just as if, for instance, ’ one were 
drawing a picture of the body with 
one continuous line, only in this case 
one keeps the outline in mind while 
visualizing the blood cell following it..

Once for this treatment is usually 
sufficient, and care should be taken to 
give it slowly.

It is generally thought that healing

be particular, but not too critical. This 
only arouses resentment in other people 
and makes life much harder for you.

L.&A., Chicago—L. has natural abil
ity as a dancer. There is rhythm and 
technique in her writing. Musical tal
ent is also indicated. She can put her 
feelings into what she does and this is 
a great help.

E.W., N.Y.—Self-reliance and ag
gressiveness both show in your script. 
Yet you are conservative and at times 
given to procrastination. There are sev
eral traits that contradict each other. 
You have a good sense of values and 
should succeed as salesman, business 
man, executive, or something along these 
lines.

E.H., N.C.—You are a capable per
son but inclined to be too. depressed. 
You would make a good psychologist 
or psychiatrist, or a nurse specializing 
in psychiatry or psychological research.

F.C.B., Wis.—Extreme sensitiveness 
and a strong strain of stubbornness are 
two of your weak spots. The former 
is intensified by a very active imagina
tion. You are exercising self-control 
which proves you are trying to over
come some of' your weaknesses. Your 
writing presents some interesting, com
plications. Have not room for details.

I.W., Wis.—An unusual capacity for 
close concentration is shown in your 
letters. But this is offset by a desire 
for a change. This causes a strife be
tween these two traits and if you do 
not use them right you will feel restless 
and dissatisfied. This can be done by 
choosing work which allows you to con
centrate for a while, then enables you 
to go and do something else.

(Continued from page 12)
is a gift given to but few, but this is 
erroneous. The power to heal is within 
every human being, and needs only to 
be cultivated.

The time will come when people will 
recognize this fact, and, also, that all 
magnetic and electrical currents orig
inate from but one source—the great 
Universal SOUL; and that as all of 
us allow each our own segment of that 
soul to manifest and express its qual
ities, so will be kindled the great
LIGHT that will magnetize, strengthen, 
and ILLUMINATE the whole wide 
world! .

NEXT MONTH: Direct Thought. ,

A REQUEST FOR CHANGE OF ADDRESS must reach us nt least thirty 
days before the date of issue with which it is to take effect. Duplicate copies 
cannot be sent to replace those undelivered through failure to send ouch ad
vance notice. With your new addreso be sure also to send us tho old one, 
inclosing if possible your address label from a recent copy.
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ASTROLOGY
Your Question Answered by Astrology by Haasan Osiris
Ona question only answered. Enclose full birthdate, place and hour of birth. Question 
should pertain to yourself and not to someone else. Communications without name and address 
will not be answered. Address. Astrologer, The Occult Digest, 1900 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.

Notice to all readers: When writing 
about previous correspondence always 
repeat your questions and birthdate as 
this service is free to readers and the 
questions are not kept on file. Also al
ways enclose birthdates of other people 
you ask questions about.

E.T., Wash.—Yes, there is a change 
in work for you the last of the year. 
A business of your own should be un
dertaken in 1936.

V.N., Galif.—Financial independence 
comes the last half of your life. This 
year and next shows some financial 
gain. Watch for your opportunities— 
there will be many. You are permitted 
only one question in this column.

Mrs. I.W., Calif.—You have a con
fusing year ahead. Guard expenses. 
Favors from a friend of long standing 
will help you considerably. Last half 
of 1936 shows much improvement.

Endocrinology — (Continued from page 18)
The Pituitary regulates all of the 

physical functions of the body; growth, 
bony structure, metabolism, chemical 
compounding, etc., even ■ the . thoughts, 
emotions and senses of the physical, 
under the control of the Black Kun
dilini. .

The Thymus controls heart action, 
sensations, pressure of blood, love, rate 
of heart beat, etc., under control of 
Black Kundilini force.

The Gonads regulate glycogen, lactic 
acid, semen, etc. The sex desires, etc., 
under direction of the Pituitary Body, 
which is controlled by the Black Kun
dilini force. In other words, the intelli
gent operation of all endocrine triads or 
cycles in the physical plane are under 
the control of the Black Kundilini force, 
and all the fourth dimensional, or spir
itual operations, under the control and 
direction of the White Kundilini force.

Now disturb the function of any one 
of the glands forming the triad, and 
you disturb the other two. Let one of 
the parties willfully interrupt the pro
cess of copulation, and what occurs? 
The beautiful mental pictures immedi
ately change. The loving sensations of 
the heart (Thymus) turn to anger, dis
gust, etc., and we see defects in our 
loved one that we never saw before.

^agsflaassE* ^rifetor UsglMlagnssD
(BAG-DA-SAR) (KREE-KOR) (BAG-DIG-YAN)

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW THE JOYOUS PURPOSE 
FOR WHICH YOU WERE BORN?

“Th® Forgotten Purpose’’
“THE MOST AMAZING BOOK OF THE AGE”

Order Today—-as the Publication Is Limited — Postpaid 50 Cents 
Department O, Box 4601, Station E — Kansas City, Mo.

E.B., Calif.—Yes, you will marry 
again. Four unions are shown, two of 
which incline to marriage. Impossible 
to answer your other question.

Lola & Andre, Ill.—The answer to 
your question is yes. Both of you will 
be a startling success this wintei- and 
next year.

M.F.R., Calif.—You have an oppor
tunity to marry in the fall of 1936.

E.D., Calif.—If born after noon New 
Zealand time you are born December 
11th American time.

E.F.P., Calif.—Your work is not 
ended. You have many pleasant and 
thrilling experiences ahead of you.

J.S., Calif.—You will secure the per
mit even though it is delayed.

E.E., Mich.—A trip to California will 
not only prove pleasant but also profit
able.

The copulatory appendage wilts and 
becomes useless temporarily for procre
ative purposes.

THE FEAR CYCLE. When we re
ceive sudden fright, the Pituitary, Thy
mus and the medulla of the suprarenal 
form a working triad and go into op
eration. The Pituitary, under direction 
of B. K. F. directs the sense organs 
to ascertain the cause of the fright. 
The Thymus, causing increased heart 
action, and . the medulla to secrete ad
renalin into the blood stream, prepar
ing the muscles of the body to run or 
fight. •

When the Pituitary Body has ascer
tained that there is nothing to fear, 
the medulla of suprarenals ceases to 
function, and in its place in the triad, 
is substituted the Pancreas, but work
ing with the Parathyroid and Spleen, 
forming a five gland cycle, Or triple 
triad. The white corpuscles in the blood 
stream begin to gather up the excess 
adrenalin for filtration out of the sys
tem. This is why so many patients de
sire to urinate after fright, even some
times emptying and collapsing the blad
der after severe fright shock.

(Continued next month)

GAZING
CRYSTALS

Imported from Czecho-Slovakla 
Beautiful, Clear, Flawless

2 ■ -Inch...................................................Each 0 2.09
2 Mi-inch...................................................Each 2. DO £
8 -Inch......................... ..........................Each 9.00
8^-lnoh................................................ Etch 9.88
4 -Inch........................;......................Each 8.09 ;
5 -inch...................................... ;...........Etch 10.58 9

Crystal Base, highly polished black, 
unbreakable compo.sition material each i 
60c. Send for free pamphlet on the Art 
of Crystal Gazing.

Attrolofleal forecasts for'1935, 11.00 
Glass Stand, pyramid style, SI.50 

Glossy black leather rug to place beneath 
crystal, size 8 Inches square, each 50e. 
Hardwood Ouija Boards, each $1.60 postaid 
Dealers and distributors write for

wholesale prices. . |
J. M. SIMMONS & CO.

19 W. Jackson Blvd., Rm. 210 Chicago, Ill.
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Are Wm fa a KuH
PULL YOURSELF OUT by discovering your tal
ents and possibilities.
A complete character analysis with an exhaustive 
forecast for the next. 12 months, including your 
Best Days, Colors, etc., by Numerology, may be 
obtained by sending $1.00 together with the fol
lowing information:

Full name at birth_____ _____ ........ . ...... ....... . ......... _.....•

Business or other signatures___;.i..:...«......... ...... ...... .......

Birth Date ,.;l;........^___ _______ ______ ...’.....„
Month Day Year

Address ......... . .........1........ _..................„.„............... . ......... . ......

BAKER-RESEARCH BUREAU 
- 1400 Lake Shore Drive

18K Chicago, Ill.

OMVEMTEO 
EYE-LANGUAGE — A Necessity in Life, j 
Business, Society and Party games. Testi- I 
monials from Business schools, Universities, I 
Clergy and Scientists. One page of instruc- g 
tions — easy method, $1.00. |

' A. HONIGMAN 
4853 . Jeanmance Street

OC . . Montreal, P. Q., Canada

Ulin® BGMDIK

■ Barred from the Bible g
By Whom and Why? B

U By what right has man been g 
■ denied the words of the Proph- ■ 
■ ets? Who has dared to expunge ■ 
B from the Bible one of its in- J 
■ spired messages? For centuries |j 
| man has labored under the de- 
= lusion that there had been pre- g 

served for him the collected B 
g books of the great Teachers | 
g and Disciples—yet one has been = 
■ withheld . . .
■ “The Book of Jasher” J 
■ At great cost and labor this g 
If book has been put out in a g 
U Photographic reproduction and J 
J offered to you at a nominal | 
J price—$2.00.
B The Occult Kook Mart B
HI 1900 North Clark Street Chicago = 
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BOOKS
You Should Read

ARROWS OF LIGHT—from The Egyp
tian Tarot—by John H. Dequer. A practi
cal application of the Hermetic System of 
Names and Numbers, based upon the 
teachings of The Brotherhood of Light. If 
you are interested in Numerology you will 
want this book. Beautifully bound in blue, 
with gold letters ................................. -.....$2.25

TAROT CARDS. The Tarot Cards 
came originally from the Gypsy Fortune 
Telling Cards of the Middle Ages and 
modern students of Occultism have dis
covered that they veiled a much profounder 
meaning and furnished a Key to the Mys
teries of Man and Nature. “The Key to 
the Tarot” gives the history of the Tarot 
Cards, their allegorical meaning and the 
methods of divination for which they are 
used. The Tarot Cards and Key to the 
Tarot, in neat red box......... ...................... $3.00

THE ROCK OF TRUTH or—SPIRIT- 
UALISM, THE COMING WORLD RE
LIGION—by J. Arthur Findlay. The 
author of this book gained world-wide 
recognition last year through the publica
tion of “On the Edge of the Etheric.” In 
this country it was the most widely re
viewed book of the year. “The Rock of 
Truth” tells the truth about the origin of 
the various world religions and tries to 
enlighten the reader upon the truths of 
Spiritualism. Mr. Findlay has again 
proved himself one of the most advanced 
thinkers of the day. His thoughtful and 
carefully prepared statements must appeal 
to all thinking people and in time create 
a profound change in the religious and phil
osophical outlook of humanity.
Cloth ..............      .......$2.00

WHEN IT WAS LIGHT—The Mes
sage From the Stars—by . Henry Lee Stod
dard. Only a small per cent of the people 
who live in this “Twentieth Century of 
progressive thought,” though presumably 
well educated and cultured, view the heav
ens with any degree of wonder and seem
ingly are not impressed with the glory and 
profound works of nature. Inasmuch as 
the Bible Glorifies the Sun, the Moon and 
the Stars, why not learn something about 
them and thus learn what the Bible means 
in thus glorifying them? The purpose of 
“When It Was Light” is to give to the 
world the Truth, that it may influence civ
ilization and mold the minds of the present, 
as well as the coming generations. With 
this principle in view the author has not 
hesitated to be frank and outspoken in pre
senting the Truths herein uncovered for 
the first time within twenty-five centuries. 
Never sold for less than $10.00—while.they 
last .............................. ..................... '................$4.00

The Occult Book Mart
1900 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois

Bringing Your Stars to You
VIRGO

(For those born between Aug*. 23- 
Sept. 22)

The first half of the month is unset
tled and denotes some delays and pos
sible ill-health, also confusion with 
things at a distance and misunderstand
ings in letters, but when Mercury retro
grades into Libra on the 13th and from 
then on you may expect much better 
conditions. The last half of October 
shows favors from others and various 
personal gains and increases.

LIBRA
(B'or those born between Sept. 23- 

Oct. 22)
It never rains but it pours in your 

life. Now things will seem to combine 
against you. A few friends will become 
enemies and there is some jealousy or 
envy around.you which is rather un
pleasant. Keep in control of your emo
tions for thing's will not really be as bad 
as they seem to you now because you are 
laboring under some rather severe ad
verse aspects which affect your courage. 
Guard your health and be sure to pre
vent accidents; ‘

SCORPIO
(For those born between Oct. 23

. Nov. 21)
The month shows unsettled and tends 

to make you very nervous and restless. 
The slightest little things will seem 
like huge mountains to you —guard 
your imagination and do not let it ex
aggerate things for you. News of be
reavement. Avoid sarcastic remarks 
and do not engage in arguments of any 
kind. Prevent domestic inharmony.

- SAGITTARIUS
(For those born between Nov. 22- 

Dec. 21)
First half of the month looks very 

good and shows some improvement in

(Continued from page 14) 

business and a general busy and profit
able time. Last half of the month may 
be a bit disturbing during which you 
need to guard your patience and over
come nervousness to prevent sickness. 
You may feel that your friends have 
deserted you but do not take this so 
seriously. Prevent extravagance and 
self-pity.

CAPRICORN

(For those born between Doc. 22- 
Jan. 19) .

This is a month of achievement of 
one of the things that most of you in 
(he Capricorn family desire most and 
that is money. You have excellent 
chances of improving your income here. 
Favors from superiors, if any, and 
those of you who are out of work should 
be able to make some connections now.

AQUARIUS

(For those born between Jan. 20-
■ Feb. 19)
. This is a rather romantic month for 
you of Aquarius and you will have an 
adventurous nature. Travel is among 
the possibilities at this time. Renewal 
of old friendships and some unexpected 
gains and increases. Gifts and favors 
will be showered upon you. Much popur 
larity is shown.

’ PISCES

(For those born between Feb. 20- 
Mar. 20)

You have reasons to rejoice because 
you are coming out of the adverse in
fluences which have been hounding you 
during the past eight weeks. A stabil
ization of all of your affairs will be 
staged at this time. Hopes and ambi
tions mature. Improvement in health. 
Gains in finances and opportunities for 
travel that look very good.
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Law of Balance —- 
tense—a subtle force from within, ex
ercising a powerful influence upon the 
denser nature of the Being. Compara
tively speaking, this Negative Pole 
manifests on the plane of involution. 
Therein lies the seat of our ideals, 
hopes, vision and all that which at 
present we can and will to be. On this 
plane the vision of the being in vary
ing degrees develops, crystallizes and 
guides the destiny of the being, giving 
him the power to visualize his future, 
arid control the forces of himself and 
Nature to strive for his own appointed 
goal. Only under our Involutionary de
velopment, as mentioned above, does an 
individual become equipped with cre
ative vision and invincible with will 
power to use Nature (the world of 
“Not-Self”) for the development and 
perfection of the inner man, instead of 
being used by Nature..

The process of Involution is para
doxical, the direct opposite and in con
tradiction to the gravity and process 
adopted by the forces of Evolution; it 
is not a mere reaction to the activities 
of the Evolutionary forces, but reha
bilitation. It is a necessity and not a 
choice. On the planes of Evolution we 
must act, as action is the law of the 
physical being, but on the planes of 
Involution we must experience in
wardly. .

All of this friction between the op
posite pole is not an orgy of destruc
tion; on the contrary,- therein lies the 
seat of Life—Motion. The conflict be
tween the forces of Evolution and In
volution is responsible for universal ac
tivity, as we see it—the push and pull, 
action and reaction, light and darkness, 
Birth and Death, ad infinitum. -

Between these two Poles (Being and 
the Law of the Being) lies the seat of 
Balance. It is this Law of Balance 
which offers the solution to all prob
lems of the Being, under all conditions 
and all planes of existence.

The true purpose of all things is to

(Continued from page 9)
make man self-conscious, just, illu
mined, self-reliant and morally strong, 
that he may be able to outgrow any and 
all limitations; if each individual could 
act according to the light of his own 
worthy desires, preserving the balance 
on all occasions, this world would rap
idly become a Utopia. There would be 
no time for committing crimes, de
nouncing others, criticizing destructive
ly, creating frictions, hatred and de
structive forces. True law of balance 
includes within itself all those virtues 
which are essential to human progress 
and uplift, including self-consciousness, 
morality and self-reliance, and this true 
law not only saves man from destruc
tion, but it prevents him from destroy
ing others. The destruction of life and 
its values is the work of barbarism and 
not of culture or refinement.

After’ everything else, including the 
creative power of Mind and Vision has 
been tried and failed, this remains the 
way out.

■ A well-balanced person never goes 
wrong, because his self-imposed discip
line is far greater and his resistance to 
temptation more powerful than the 
severest restrictions of laws imposed 

. from without by society. Therefore, 
freedom of thought and expression 
should be limitlessly his,. as his illu
mined and well-disciplined life is dedi
cated to the service of the race as a 
whole. This is not assuming too much, 
when such perfection is the goal of life 
of a well-balanced and civilized com
munity. The basic law upon which the 
social foundation of a civilized society 
should be laid is the creation of an unlim
ited field for the development and expres
sion of the intellectual as well as spir
itual capacity of those who are capable 
of following the narrow road of self
less service. The organized intellect 
of the race as a whole could be put into 
the service of society to enlighten and 
uplift mankind, if based upon the ideal 
of justice and peace among Men.-—The 
Art of' Living, by Bhagwan S. Gyanee.

Let IVIe Tell You
About your business, travel, 
changes, matrimony, love affairs, 
friends, enemies, lucky days and 
many other interesting and im
portant affairs of your life as 
indicated by astrology. Send for. 
your special Astral Reading. All 
work strictly scientific, individ
ual and guaranteed satisfactory. 
FOR MANY YEARS PRIVATE 
ASTROLOGICAL A D V I S E R 
TO ROYALTY and the ELITE. 
Write name, ’ address and date 
of birth plainly. No money re
quired, but if you like, send 15 
cents (stamps; no coins) to
help defray costs. Address: PUNDIT TABORE,
(Dept. 401-G), Upper Forjett Street, BOMBAY 
VII, BRITISH INDIA. Postage to India is 5c.

££

A Witness
Through the Centuries

By Dr. Reginald Hegy
After death—what? Here is an extraor
dinary book which cannot help but arouse 
the interest of every living man and woman. 
Here indeed is a formidable challenge to 
those who do not believe in survival after 
death. In the first place, the author was 
an Agnostic; in the second place, he is a 
medical man who does not believe in Spirit
ualism. Yet the book is a careful and evi
dential record of amazing experiences which 
have convinced the author that there is a 
Life after Death.
The book has already caused a sensation and 
is a best seller throughout two continents. 
Though some facts in the book will appear 
almost unbelievable to some people, on the 
other hand, it is well to keep in mind that 
the author is a scientifically trained physi
cian who approached this subject with com
plete skepticism. One of the finest features 
of the book is its practicality. Dr. Hegy ex
plains how you can start a home circle and 
can test for yourself the actuality of the 
spirit world. Greater honesty and convic
tion than this could not be found—hence we 
believe this book will repeat in this country 
its tremendous success abroad. Cloth, $2.00

THE OCCULT BOOK MART
1900 North Clark Street Chicago, Illinois
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By the Enlarged and Revised Seventh Edition
STUDENT CHART READER

of Horoscope Indications
This is in reality A NEW BOOK by Llewellyn George as it has been com

pletely revised and enlarged to 300 pages, double the size of the former page. 
Contains more than 400 readings which include the indications of the planets 
by aspect, sign and house.position, both natal and progressed. Special atten
tion is given to the Ascendant Sign as related to personality, physical ap
pearance and mental tendencies to assist students in determining the true 
Ascendant of uncertain birth times. Twenty-four pages are given to Tran
sits alone. Unexcelled for class work. Indispensable to the home student.

Printed in 10-point type on India tint paper; detailed Index; size, 514 x 814 
inches; beautifully encased in Duco-art embossed covers of rich orange. 
Postpaid ........ ....................... .........................................,..............    $2.10
THE OCCULT BOOK MART 1900 N. Clark Street, Chicago
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NATURE’S
PATH
Under the fearless and competent guidance 
of Dr. Benedict Lust, N.D., D.O., D.C., 
M.D., director and owner of “Yungborn” 
Nature Cure Resort, Butler, N. J., and 
Tangerine, Fla., commissioned by Father 
Kneipp of “Nature Cure” fame, to carry 
on the work of Nature Cure in this coun
try. NATURE’S PATH champions the 
cause of Nature Cure and natural living 
the world over. No one who wants to 
keep abreast of the times in matters of 
physical, mental and spiritual health can 
afford to be without this powerful maga
zine.

And now, for a limited time only, NA
TURE’S PATH will give you with a year’s 
subscription (SI.00) the famous and prac
tical book, “Naturopathic. Treatment of 
Disease,” by Dr. Benedict Lust.

Take advantage of this unusual offer now 
and receive NATURE’S PATH Magazine 
for twelve months and the book, “Natu
ropathic Treatment of Disease,” all for 
SL00. .

NATURE’S PATH, Dept. 10
343 Lexington Avenue
New York City
Enclosed is $1.00 (Canada and Foreign, $1.50). 
Please send me at once my free copy “Natu
ropathic Treatment of Disease” by Dr. Bene
dict Lust, and enter my name for one year’s 
subscription to NATURE’S PATH..

Name...—1.......... -1.-......—-.......•••.....1.........  ....

Address.......—.....•................ ................... ................... .........

City........ ..............I.....——..—...State.............'.......—.
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Answers the Riddle of Life .

■ Unveils the Mystery of Death
Brings Happiness to Those Who Understand 

Send 10c for interesting pamphlets and catalog 
THE THEOSOPHICAL PRESS Wheaton, III.

STUDY FOR THE DEGREE 
of Doctor of Psychology (Ps.D.), Doctor of 
Metaphysics (Ms.D.), or Doctor of Divinity 
(D.D.) by correspondence In the quiet, of your 
own home. Write for further information.

The College of Divine Metaphysics, Inc.
’ Dept. 8, 2811 N. Illinois Street 
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The Magic Carpet —
Very little is known of the, surfaces 

of Uranus and Neptune. They may be 
very cheerless, being so far from the 
sun, unless they have their own inner 
light. There is no certainty that these 
outer planets have not retained a great 
deal of their own intrinsic heat, like 
the heat in the interior of the earth. 
Absorption may be greater than the 
radiation, and they might thus still 
have an atmosphere capable of main
taining life. A Neptunian year is equal 
to 365 of our earth years, but time 
there is no longer, for the people are 
slow, reflective and not the hurrying, 
agitated persons of earth life.

Venus is remarkably similar to the 
earth in size, mass, force and gravity, 
although it receives twice as much light 
and heat. It has a perpendicular axis 
of rotation and consequently no succes
sion of seasons. Its atmosphere is 
denser and more watery, probably cor
responding to our earth age of car
boniferous forests and gigantic rep
tiles. .Contrary to this scientific knowl
edge of the planet’s atmosphere some 
people believe that the people of Venus 
are only interested in love, music, poet
ry and the dance. Life began on the 
earth in the waters of prussic acid, 
over which was an atmosphere of car- 
bon-monoxide gas. Maybe in the huge 
forests of Venus the giant reptiles also 
show forth universal beauty: “in the 
mud and scum of things, there some
thing always, always sings.”

Since .1877 when Mars was nearest 
the earth at any time, great thought 
has been given to communicating- with 
it. Mars is older than the earth chro
nologically, and it has run through , 
phases of organic evolution at a greater 
rate, its years being nearly twice ours. 
Our planetary system is believed to 
have originated in a series of rings left 
off at the periphery of the contracting 
solar' nebulae. Mars, being more dis
tant, and also smaller, has cooled and 
become habitable more rapidly.

There are three thing's as a basis of 
proof of life on Mars. 1. Polar ice 
caps, green seas, red earth are seen co
incident with seasonal changes. 2. 
Canals, like those of Holland, implying 
great industry of the people are seen. 
3. Most, interesting bright lights have 
been seen flashed at different points at 
different times. Some contend that 
these are only the luminosity-of forest 
fires, but brighter lights are flashed 
from time to time, as though the Mar
tians have long been trying to signal 
to us. .

A Fiench woman has left a legacy 
of 100,000 francs for the first person 
to communicate with another planet 
with the exception of Mars, which is 
claimed to be too easy. Certainly as

(Continued from page 6) 

each successive increase in size and 
power of the telescope is made we are 
that much nearer to communication 
with other planets. A cat’s eyes see 
five or six times farther than the hu
man eye, and perhaps they have al
ready seen life in interstellar space. 
Many insects and birds have very keen 
sense organs, and x-rays register be
yond human sight.

Communication with other planets 
may be optical, electrical or telepathic. 
One practical scientist of note believes 
that wireless telegraphy may be ex
tended with messages from planet to 
planet. Light travels from the earth 
to Venus in 214 minutes, thought in 
14 second. An interplanetary telephone 
would be almost instantaneous. Energy, 
light and heat may be transmitted from 
one planet to another, also many other 
forms of energy may be transmitted 
through the all-pervading medium of 
Ether. The twin forces of gravitational 
and magnetic attraction between the 
worlds will aid in .interplanetary com
munication. The magnetic ring is in
visible, but powerful, for already the 
worlds are in mutual communication by 
means of this attraction. Light which 
reaches us millions of light years dis
tant is evidence of this connection in 
the universe.

Only two questions are important to 
this question of interstellar communi
cation—Space-Time, and neither exists 
by itself. To the universal mind every
thing is everywhere present. Only one’s 
conception is relative. One may sleep 
ten minutes pr ten hours without realiz
ing the time involved. God conscious
ness neither remembers or foresees; it 
sees. ■ ", “ ' ■ ~ '

Every atom in the universe influ
ences others. A whole planet is con
tinuously sending forth vibration and 
influence and all, everywhere, receive 
it. The normal state of the universe is 
night-silence—no light or sound ex
cept that generated by the planets 
themselves. In our individual silence, 
the great deep of God’s eternal Being, 
“in whom we live and move and have 
our being-,” we make our own light to 
shine.

Thoreau said, “I have travelled very 
widely in Concord.” Man may separate 
his physical and astral bodies and trav
el in the astral, but it is unnecessary. 
“My Father worketh even until now, 
and I work.” The Father principle is 
everywhere present in the universe,, 
demonstrating the Universe, and the 
individual works the divine law, wher
ever he may be, to demonstrate his 
perfect personal universe, and thus 
realizes the omnipresence of the mind 
that is everywhere present.
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Street, Chicago, Illinois. Choose 
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The Great Eclipse —
In this 12th chapter of Revelation,. 

John speaks of the Red Dragon stand
ing before the woman, which is none 
other than the symbol sign of this 
Constellation of Scorpio, the home of 
Pluto and Mars, especially Pluto, who 
has made his appearance of late in the 
heavens to tell mankind, “That as it 
was in the days of Noah, so would it 
be in the days of the coming of the 
Son of Man (Aquarian Age) that peo
ple would be found drinking and eat
ing and giving in marriage (pleasures) 
and would not know until the flood 
came upon them, etc.,” as outlined in 
Matthew, 24th chapter. And so we see 
the return of light wines and beers, 
cigarette smoking, opiates and an over
flood of political venders dotting the 
headlines of most dailies - since May, 
1928, when the English pound broke on 
the exchange, is sufficient evidence to 
the wise that this Eclipse of June 19, 
1936, may reveal more truth than 
fiction.

This Red Dragon is described as hav
ing seven heads and ten horns and 
seven crowns upon his head describes 
Scorpio symbol, showing us how and 
where to look for the planetary unfold- 
ment of this early forecast given us 
some 1900 years ago, and as far back 
as in the Babylon days when Daniel 
picked this Astrological setting up and 
wrote his interpretation but was' told 
l<> seal his book until the time of the 
end, Daniel 12-13, when he, too, would 
stand in his lot with us.

Tn many star maps portraying pic
ture expression of the many and sev
eral persons, animals, birds, lions, cen
taurs, serpents, the bull and - bears, 
etc., their, relationship one to the other 
in the twelve constellations; will ob
serve the body of a great serpent ex
tending from the sign of Scorpio with 
its head down into the sign of Cancer 
the Crab. Again we read in the 12th 
chapter of Revelations, “And there ap
peared a great wonder in heaven: a 
woman clothed with the Sun, and the 
Moon under her feet, and upon her 
head a crown of twelve stars.” This 
is none other than the description of. 
an eclipse of the Sun, for woman in 
this statement is the Moon, clothed with 
the Sun is the Moon passing between 
the Earth and the Sun. A crown of' 
twelve stars refers to the 12 constella
tions through which the Moon traverses 
every 28 days.

“And there appeared another won
der in heaven : and. behold a great Red 
Dragon, having seven heads and ten 
horns (feet) and seven crowns upon 
his head. And his tail drew one-third 
part of the stars of Heaven (Constel
lations) and did cast them to earth: 
and the Dragon stood before the 
woman, etc.” • .

Now if any who care to will turn 
to the 1936 Ephemeris and take off a 
horoscope wheel for June 19th, will 
find the position of this Sun-Moon 
eclipse takes place in the last degrees 
of the sign Gemini, 27" 43' Greenwich

■ (Continued from page 7) -

time. . Also will find the South Node 
(Dragon’s Tail) is some 3 degrees in 
Cancer, locating the position of this 
Red Dragon as standing before the 
Moon, or woman.
. “And the woman fled into the wilder
ness,” recited in the 6th verse, but down 
in the 14th verse, “And to the woman 
were given two wings of a great eagle, 
that she might fly into the wilderness, 
into her piece, where she is nourished 
for a time, times, and a half time (2% 
years) from the face of the serpent.” 
The Moon is the ruler of the sign Can
cer, “her place,” it is said, for the Moon 
shortly passes into Cancer by transit 
and requires nearly 2% days to move 
through any sign and gives us another 
excellent description. While little spec
ulative, the 214 years from the face 
of the serpent, may refer to the time 
when Jupiter will have transit to the 
Equator line when all associated plan
ets will have passed, or practically so, 
to the north side of the Equator line 
affecting the earth equilibrium.

. GOG AND MAGOG
Astrologers familiar with the original 

Biblical story foundation from the 
background of these early prophets of 
olden times, find now and then refer
ences to certain names that mean the 
same thing to later writers of the 
Bible, but presumable, due to a different 
tribal tongue and long periods of time 
intervening, the language expressed 
would alter the names and phrases in 
translating. Thus in Ezekiel, he makes 
use of the words Gog and Magog. Paul 
speaks of Castor and Pollux. Moses in 
Genesis 49, refers to Simeon and Levi 
as brethren; instruments of cruelty are 
in their habitations. And John, in Rev. 
20-8 says, “And they shall go out to 
deceive the nations which are in the 
four quarters of the earth, Gog and 
Magog, to gather them together to bat
tle, the number of whom is as the sand 
of the sea;” while we of the English 
or western tongue call the sign of 
Gemini, the Twins which in terms of 
Grecian mythology were the warriors 
or the Twins of Ezekiel’s day, the sign 
Gemini. .

The fact that this eclipse, is so sit
uated as taking place in the last de
grees of Gemini (Gog and Magog), the 
Red Dragon standing in the Moon’s 
path, apparently, check to the letter, 
giving us a key, we of this day and 
age from our own planetary aspects 
forming, how to read, in part, a great 
warning to all the people and nations 
of 1936, one in which Jesus-in His day 
forecasted but was rejected by the 
world at that time. However, He suc
ceeded in teaching the 12 disciples the 
secrets of this great work and told 
them when He would come again, and 
how to look for His coming by the 
planetary formations. Jesus was with 
His disciples off and on forty days af
ter the crucifixion (Acts, 1st chapter) 
and at the encl He was caught up, a 
cloud received Him out of their sight,

(Continued on page 31)

ARE YOU AN
ENSLAVED GOD?

Are You Blinded to the Truth?.

Arc all the world's benefit? just be
yond our reach? Arc you held fast to 
one position in life, one line of work, 
one narrow margin of income? Is the 
great cry of the “SELF WITHIN” for 
freedom and personal power choked 
into stillness by your limitations?

A FREE SEALED BOOK
Come, lay your biases. . doubt, and 

hesitancy aside! Learn the truth of 
your possibilities as soon as you free 

■the inner self from its prison. The Rosi
crucians will send you a fascinating 
book called “The Secret Heritage.” It 
will tell you how you may . receive the 
Rosicrucian teachings for study in the 
privacy of your horne. The Rosicrucian 
teachings will reveal how you may over' 
throw obstacles in life and command a 
realization of your desires. Here is an 
opportunity, through study, to create 
your future. Address: Scribe N. M. O.

Th g Ro 5 icruci ans 
■ ■ — AM ORC .—. . .
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

"The Rosicrucians arc NOT a 
religious .organization.”

The Way We Think 
The Psychotherapy That Succeeds 

Through Brain-Control
H. Travers Cole, M. D.

Yon learn for the first time what think
ing:—controlled and uncontrolled—does 
for and against health. Save yourself 
from “nervous prostration”—the disease 
of the age! ' Anybody who reads can 
profit by the simple secret of how to con
trol th© brain, the organism of conscious
ness and mechanism of thinking:. You 
will .also discover and acquire the true 
short-cut to perfect concentration. Dis
ease, unhappiness, failure are direct re
sults of uncontrolled thinking. Dr. Cole 
teaches you how to regain your health, 
attain the success and happiness that is 
yours. Noted . scientists, physicians, and 
laymen use and endorse this marvelous 
work—one of the greatest ' bonks pub
lished within the last half-century;

. $2.00

TBae OCraTB/F 
B®cm MAmr 
1900 N. Clark St.

■ Chicago
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THE GREAT PYRAMID * 

- OF EGYPT.

MEKA:! Ite© Found
the key to the interpretation. The 
greatest forward step taken to ar
rive at the truth of the message 
built into stone. Watch the parts 
of the problem fall into their proper 
place as the passages and chambers 
yield the story written in their con
struction. When the exoteric mes
sage is understood then the esoteric 
will unfold itself.

One Dollar, post paid

JOHN G. DAVIE, 639 S. 6th Street, Griffin, Ga.
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f r©m $SD©© to $3.©0 
Scientific Character Reading Simplified 

CHARACTEROLOGV 
By I,. HAMILTON McCORMICK
Internationally Known Inventor

Author-Scientist (of Chicago) ,
Adopted by the University of Chicago 

as the Official Textbook on How 
to Read People at Sight

Lesson I: Preliminary Statement—In
structions and Suggestions.

Lesson II: Characterology — Author’s 
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Handwriting —1 (Continued from page 16)

That is, his practical nature prevented 
• him from being flighty or scatter
brained. ‘

The fourth and last specimen we are 
going to discuss showed more energy 
than any of the rest. In fact, it dis
closed a combination of several differ
ent types of energy. These different 
kinds or classes of energy are men
tioned in the fourth and fifth para
graphs of this article. The writing in 
this specimen presented a very rapid 
appearance. The strokes in themselves 
were well developed and strong. The 
latter disclosed mental energy as well 
as a strong desire for physical activity. 
The whole script presented a release of 
natural energy that was unusual. The 
letter “m” disclosed mental activity that 
enabled her to instinctively grasp mat
ters that came to her attention. The 
strokes below the line disclosed her lik
ing for variety in surroundings. Also 
a strong desire for action that would 
use up her physical energy. All this, 
together with the angularity of the. 
words, proved that she is much more 
aggressive than the average person. In 

'fact, her writing proved her to be very 
restless. This evidence proves she is 
capable of covering many subjects and 

. meeting many people. Also that she 
instinctively knows how to get along 
with them. People of her type readily 
adjust themselves to changing condi
tions.

But in spite of this restlessness and 
aggressiveness there was not the slight
est evidence of carelessness. The lat
ter all too often follows energetic and 
forceful action. . But in this case the 
strokes that went into forming the let- 
er “n” disclosed a positive degree of 
accuracy that could not be denied. In 
fact, this letter alone proved that she 
was inclined to be somewhat critical. 
It all. proved that she wanted every
thing done quickly but well. And more
over, she was capable of this very 
thing, herself. She put all her energies 
into all that she set out to do. Her. en
ergetic nature plus her many interests 
drive her from one thing to the next in 
rapid succession, yet her accurate mind
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enables her to accomplish things as 
they should be done.

There are many writings that show 
this unusual energy, also an interest in 
many things. Sometimes it is too strong 
and too often the desire to do the task 
at hand accurately and well is missing. 
This combination is many times re
sponsible for a lot of tasks being left 
half finished. They are too' eager, the 
force is too strong, and they do not take 
time to complete one thing before tak
ing up something else. This clearly 
proves that this general energy has its 
positive as well as.negative angles.

People who possess a lot of nervous 
energy need to watch themselves. They 
do not need to drive themselves. This 
energy drives them on. It is so easy for 
them, as a rule, to go whole-heartedly 
into their undertakings that they often 
go beyond their endurance. They wear 
themselves out by too many interests,- 
then they-suffer a nervous breakdown. 
But usually they are of a nature that 
rebounds and as a result they also re
cover quickly.

But at the same time there are many 
people who do not use their general en
ergy in constructive effort. They scat
ter it by running here and. there. They 
have not learned how to use it. Some 
do not even realize that they pos
sess it, or that it is a force that can be 
used constructively. They only feel a 
restless desire to “go places and do ' 
things” and follow a will-o’-the-wisp ■ 
which leads them nowhere.

• Yet this nervous energy is a force 
that must be spent some way. If it is 
not, the person possessing it will get 
irritable and jumpy. They get “jit
tery,” as some call it. . Everything gets 
on their nerves and they get more and 
more difficult to get along with. This 
in spite of the fact that they ordinarily 
are easy to associate with. Often they 
do not know what is wrong. But fun
damentally it is this nervous energy 
accumulating and trying to break 
through, or is seeking some form of ex
pression. .
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Knights of King Arthur — (Continued from page 13)
lems are present, which every day they 
are, be they large or be they small, 
their issues must be met. And for each 
such problem there is always a best 
of all possible ways in which to meet it.

This applies to all of them; that they 
should be met with courage and full 
confidence, as Orion meets the rushing 
Bull. No situation of life should cause 
the soul to quail. Whatever physical 
disaster may come, whatever distaste
ful thing may be uncovered in,the re
cesses of the unconscious mind, it is 
always better to face it squarely, to 
recognize it for what it is, and then 
to formulate plans by which the situa
tion may best be met. '

Those who form the patients of Psy
chiatrists more frequently than not 
have refused to face something in them
selves, or have refused to face some 
situation of their lives. Freudian lit
erature is filled with cases of illness 
due to unwillingness to recognize cer
tain facts of people about themselves. 
And even more serious is the effect of 
refusal to meet some crisis in the life; 
for when a condition is present which 
cannot be faced, the mind turns back 
upon itself, invents unconscious lies to 
explain behavior, and if the case is ex
treme in its unwillingness, there de
velops dementia praecox, one of the 
most prevalent forms of insanity.

We must face the . problems of life 
firmly. And among those problems is 
that of meeting the impacts from the 
stars. ■

The only possible way that the plan
ets in their courses can exert an in
fluence on the life of man is through 
imparting energy to him. Whether 
spiritual, mental or physical, whenever 
work is done, whenever action results, 
there is always a proportionate ex-, 
penditure of energy. Without consuming 
energy nothing is' accomplished.

Within the body of man at his birth 
are lines of tenuous substance that act 
as aerials do on a radio receiving set. 
And after- birth, in response to the 
program of the planets, other lines tem
porarily form that have a similar func
tion. It is these lines, called stellar 
aerials, mapped by certain positions 
called aspects, which pick up the en
ergy of the planets, load them with 
harmony or with discordant static, and 
convey them to the thought-cells of 
which the finer body is composed. They 
transmit to man, at times which can 
previously be ascertained, those forces 
from above symbolized by the down
ward pitching Bull.

Man is influenced by heat and cold 
and wind and sun and innumerable 
other conditions that comprise his ever
changing physical environment. But 
his reaction to the impact of these 
physical conditions is largely within 
his own control. He cannot change the 
weather, but he can prepare to meet 
it, or if favorable, to take advantage 
of what it has to offer. Neither- can 
he change the motion of the planets 
in the sky, but he can change his own

character in such a manner that the 
energies he receives are more to his 
liking.

The permanent lines which extend 
across the finer body, and act as aerials 
to gather the programs from the plan
ets, are expressions of his character, 
expressions of the harmonies and dis
cords that have been organized within 
himself. And if he changes these, so 
also will he change the aerials within 
his finer form, or even construct others 
not present at birth, which tune in 
spontaneously to the energy broadcasts 
of his seeking. .

The temporary lines which form in 
response to the progress of the planets 
pick up energy corresponding to the 
rates to which attuned. But the har
mony or discord of the energy thus ac
quired may be vastly modified so that 
it has a beneficial influence when it 
reaches the thought-cells. Not only so, 
but the dial of man’s own conscious
ness can be turned, if he uses the reso
lution of Orion or King Arthur, to 
make an even more potent radio re
ceiving set of his whole nervous sys
tem. He can tune in on the planetary 
rate desired so strongly and persist
ently that other programs coming from 
above affect him very little.

Here we see the wisdom of King 
Arthur. To prevent a recurrence of 
the discord occasioned by each knight 
desiring the preferential place, he 
called to him the most cunning artifi
cers of the land and instructed them 
to make a round table which would re
volve, at which all the knights could 
sit, and each thus could consider him
self at its head.

In the region where fabled Arthur 
was said to have reigned are still found 
today cromlechs, concentric circles of 
stone, erected in prehistoric days to por
tray the orbits of the planets. And in 
that land, as also among the Maya of 
Yucatan, the people array themselves 
in shirts of white on the first day of 
May, to dance in circles about the sym
bol of the Sun, the upright Maypole.

The weaving in and out of the danc
ers, as they hold ribbon strands reach
ing to the central post, cause these to 
form, one with another, sextiles and 
trines, squares and oppositions, and the 
other aspects by which Astrologers an
cient and modern plot the harmony or 
discord reaching the earth from various 
parts of heaven.

On that day when the dance is held 
in many .sections of the world as well 
as in those mentioned, the Sun has 
just entered the Struggle-decanate of 
Taurus, so-called because the life of 
those born from May 1 to May 11 is so 
seldom free from obstacles that must 
be overcome. It is the decanate pic
tured by Orion.

We cannot doubt, therefore, that the 
problem of settling the conflict between 
the knights, wiTh which King Arthur 
was confronted, is the same problem 
which confronts each individual at this 
day; the problem of avoiding the strife

(Continued on page 31)
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Practical Lessons'in Palmistry—- (Continued from page 10)

will which makes us seize a pen and 
write, but do we call in question the 
existence of these causes? In the first 
example we have a mechanical, in the 
second a mental cause, but both pro
ducing mechanical effects. We may ap
preciate the Modus operandi in the first, 
but cannot do so in the second, yet we 
do not for one moment deny the con
nection between the act of writing and 
the invisible will; we admit what we do 
not understand, because we cannot deny 
the effect, which is one of the arcana 
of nature. How is your image projected 
and permanently fixed on the photog
rapher’s plate? You may explain it 
chemically, but the explanation is in
sufficient. When the frost leaves its 
signature on our window-panes in the 
shape of flowers and ferns of marvelous 
beauty, or reveals itself in the endless
ly diversified hexagon designs we see in 
snowflakes the cause of all of which is 
incomprehensible, except to the true 
theosopher, why should not the mind 
impress its signature in the form of 
lines and signs on our hands? And 
that these lines and signs cannot be 
mere random marks we are assured of 
by analogous manifestations in the ma
terial world. We all know the wonder
ful phenomena of acoustic figures: In 
them is seen that certain musical notes, 
which, when awakened in the sand- 
strewn glass plate, always produce the 
same signs. How or why they do it, we 
do not know, but that they do so we 
know experimentally and experientally.. 
Then why should we refuse to believe

that as invisible sounds . can produce 
visible forms, invisible mental qualities 
can leave their visible signatures on 
our . palms? That they do so on our 
countenance is granted by all, and that 
the physiognomist can read, not only 
our past, but our future lives, therein is 
also a well established fact. True, there 
are but few men able to read the past 
in its detail in’other men’s faces, but 
such men are occasionally met with. We 
will mention one, whose gift in this re
spect was extraordinary, and whose tes
timony is above all cavil-—Emil Zschok- 
ke, the eminent Swiss author. But he 
was not only the latter, he was a great 
statesman and diplomat, a distinguished 
educator, and a true patriot. He tells 
us in his autobiography: Tt occasion
ally happened to me, when meeting 
with strangers, that, while listening to 
their conversation, their former lives, 
comprising either many details or some
times only one particular event, would, 
as in a kind of reverie and yet very dis
tinctly, pass before my mental eyes, in
voluntarily, and in the space of a few 
minutes.’ He then quotes several in
stances of putting this power of ‘second 
sight’ to the test for his own satisfac
tion. Wc will relate one which is in
teresting in itself, and conclusive as to 
his having possessed this strange gift. 
'On market-day,’ he says, T entered the 
hotel, “The Kebstock” (the “Vine,” a 
hotel still, the chief hotel in the town), 
at Waldshut (a small town about half 
way between Basle and Schaffhausen). 
I was accompanied by two pupils study

ing forestry, who are still alive. We 
dined at the table d’hote; the number 
of guests was large. Mesmer’s magne
tism and Lavater’s physiognomy then 
occupied much public attention, and 
were discussed at the table. A hand
some young man who sat opposite to 
me ridiculed both in unmeasured terms. 
But the life of this young man had just 
passed before ihe. I asked him wheth
er he would honestly answer me if I 
related to him the most secret occur
rences -of his. life, whilst he knew.me as 
little as I knew him. “That would be 
more than Lavater’s physiognomy could 
do,” he replied, but promised to admit 
it if I spoke the truth’. Then I told him 
what I had seen in my vision—his ap
prenticeship in a merchant’s office, his 
youthful errors, and finally some irreg
ularity with reference to his employer’s 
cash box. I described to him the unin
habited room with white-washed walls, 
to the right of the oaken door stood the 
black money chest, and so on. There 
was a dead silence around the whole 
table, which I only occasionally inter
rupted by eliciting replies to my ques
tion, whether I spoke the truth. The 
young man confirmed all, even contrary 
to my expectation, the truth of the last 
accusation.’ Zschokke published this 
account whilst most of the ear and eye 
witnesses of the ■ occurrence were still 
alive.” -

Next month’s article will deal with 
the signs of the Zodiac as applied to the 
hand.
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Knights of King Arthur 
of influences coming fro in the planets 

• in their seats among- the twelve zodi
acal signs, and of winning- their har
monious allegiance.

And he solved that problem, as it 
must be solved today, by devising a 
method through which the dial of con
sciousness could be turned so that any 
planet in its zodiacal seat could be con
sidered at the head, 'any one of the 
twelve seats, or signs, could be given 
temporary prominence, and its harmo
nious occupant, or planet, enlisted fully 
in support of the most cherished en
deavor-. -

Obstacles, whether of the planetary 
type, or its effect as reflected in the 
physical, are not the unqualified foes 
of progress so often imagined. They 
impose themselves as barriers across 
the path, they destroy comfort, and 
even threaten life itself. Yet what in
centive is there to develop the latent 
powers and possibilities unless such dif
ficulties must be overcome.

Progress consists of a series of 
difficulties successively defeated; and 
there is no progress without them. Only 
through the practice of surmounting 
lesser obstacles is the ability acquired 
to triumph over those of more serious 
import. They constitute the only train-

The Great Eclipse — 
then two men stood by in white ap
parel saying as ye see Him go, so shall 
He come in like manner.

Here is another testimony in which 
the stars unfold. We find that Easter 
Sunday for 1930 comes on April 12th. 
If we add 40 days to this date, parallel
ing the above paragraph relative to the 
40 days after the crucifixion, takes us 
to May 22nd. The Bible was written 
under Julian calendar which is some 
13 days later than ours, thus add 13 
days to May 22 and we have approxi
mately June 5th, the period of the 
Full Moon on that day with .other plan
ets are in formation of a Grand Square. 
The eclipse on June 19th at the New 
Moon and this descriptive story of Rev
elation, 12th chapter, shows, how close 
these earlier Astrologers were able to 
record time and events of a future day 
when Jesus would come in like manner 
as He was seen to go.

Gemini is known as the House of 
Brothers and Sisters, Cousins, close 
neighbors and distant relations, further 
indicates this eclipse influence will in
volve Brothers and Sisters world-wide. 
This grand square formation, showing 
the positions of Sun-Moon-Mars-Venus, 
Neptune, Jupiter and Saturn are the 
seven angels standing on the “four 
corners of the earth” as their positions 
occupy these four cardinal points at 
this time. This confirms Revelations, 
7th chapter, where four of these angels 
are bid to stand on these four corners 
and hold back the four winds that they 
hurt not the earth, neither the sea nor 
tree until the servants of God have

-—(Coni in noil from iniyc 2U) 

ing school for developing the highest 
talents. . .

Every piece of work well done ex
hibits a triumph over obstacles. To the 
extent it is unusual in its contribution 
to the advancement and welfare of the 
community, and in the skillfulness of 
its execution, is it worthy of recogni
tion. And these imply that the diffi
culties surmounted were corresponding
ly great.

What is the common measure of 
man’s greatness? It is the size of the 
obstacles he has overcome in the inter
est of the general good.

Yet no one can expect to overcome 
great obstacles, or to solve important 
problems, without practice on those of 
less resistance. The lives of all great 
men reveal that the obstacles encoun
tered before attaining greatness af
forded a fit gymnasium in which to 
toughen their intellectual muscles and 
perfect their skill.

Thus also should be considered not 
merely the physical conditions encoun
tered, but also the discords shown by 
progressing planets in the birth-chart. 
The teaching the ancients sought to 
convey by Orion is: The Task of the 
Soul on Every Plane.of Manifestation 
Is to Struggle with and Overcome the 
Limitations of Its Environment.

: (Continued from page 27) 

been sealed in their forehead, referring 
to the 144,000. The call of this great 
number seems to blend with the 5th 
Seal,, which according to Jupiter’s tran
sit, enters his home sign Sagattarius on 
December 9, 1935, where Jupiter will 
be exalted during the next twelve 
months or until December 2, 1936, in 
Sagittarius known as the House . of 
Higher Religion. Thus Jehovah with
draws his elect, probably during the 
period of this 5th seal program and 
checks with the statement in Matthew 
24-22 saying, “And except those days 
should be shortened, there should be 
no flesh saved; but for the elect’s sake 
those days shall bo shortened.” .

This grand square formation which 
sets up in advance of the eclipse inter
cepting these four cardinal points, 
known as the north, east, west and 
south points of the compass foretells 
a great malific influence in the heavens. 
Gemini rules over the lower or intellect 
mind and involves all such that are 
operating in a material sense. The na
ture of this combination will affect the 
sanity of all people, everywhere, This 
aspect is described from the 8th verse 
of Matthew, 24th and on, when people 
shall hate one another, for nations shall 
arise against nations and kingdoms 
against kingdoms (Brothers and Sis
ters) and there shall be famines and 
pestilences and earthquakes in divers 
places —■ and because iniquity shall 
abound, the love of many shall wax 
cold—but, he that shall endure to the 
end, the same shall be saved.

(Continued on page 82)
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Occultism of Over-Eating — (Continued from page 8)

about five days. But because these cells 
endure five days the man-community, on 
an average, lives 57 years.

This is equal to say that a city lives 
as long as people come to it and live a 
certain number of years. There are 
cities that have endured for many thou
sands of years because they have been 
attractive to people and constantly 
drew them to themselves. It is plain 
that the longer the cell-life endures, 
other conditions being equal, the longer 
will the body exist. Seemingly, under 
this law one should not have to in
crease the lives of the cells to live as 
long as the Bible records that they did, 
to more than 20 days.

The Rockefeller Foundation has 
never made so important a discovery as 
this one.

Alexis Carrel, the physicist of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, said that if hu
man beings’ cells lived as long as those 
with which he experimented did, that 
man could endure indefinitely. But he 
said that was an. impossibility.

The present writer has found that 
because of over-eating the refuse gath
ers all through the human body and 
the cells become indolent, much like the 
children of the very wealthy, and they 
develop into good food for the germs 
that attack them.

William James, of Harvard Univer
sity, discovered that where one pictures 
the organs of the body and brain, there

the blood flows more profusely. The 
blood carries the food and drink for 
each cell, but like human beings, each 
cell has to work by contracting and ex
panding, to secure this blood-food. The 
cells are encased in a film through 
which the blood has to be drawn by a 
part vacuum produced by the move
ment of its tiny muscles. William 
James observed that a person blushed 
because in most cases one thought of 
the face, and he made a machine that 
proved the fact that if one thought of any 
organ of the body the blood flowed there 
more freely.

Thus under this simple law anyone 
may cause his blood to circulate more 
freely and prevent the loss of his cells. 
By thinking and picturing the arterial 
system around and around the body as 
the blood flows, one will induce proper 
circulation of that fluid.

The condition that causes more 
deaths at the present tiine than any 
other is heart failure. It has been 
found that about 80 cases of such 
deaths out of every 100 are caused by 
gas pressure bn the diaphragm, forcing 
the heart against the lung and finally 
weakening it until the muscles cease to 
perform their functions. From over
eating the refuse gathers in the intes
tines and causes a gas that presses the 
diaphragm upward, which movement 

' crowds the heart. .

Nearly all the protruding abdomens 
that one views have been made so by 
over-eating. Not from the quantity of 
food is this protrusion made at any 
specific time, but it is forced outward 
by the gas pressure that too much food 
has caused to collect within the intes
tines. Constant over-eating finally 
manufactures a gas that inflates the 
intestines that never are deflated until 
one starves oneself perhaps for years, 
as did this present writer.

Operating surgeons say that in many 
cases of middle age they have to cut 
through at times three to four inches of 
fat when they operate on the intestines.

The cells store the fat where the cir
culation of the blood is the poorest, as 
otherwise the white corpuscles will re
move it if they can get at it. One will 
find the intestinal walls generally quite 
cool.

To cure the protrudence never eat 
more than 15 ounces of food during one 
day of twenty-four hours, and consume 
less, if necessary, to keep the weight to 
the normal amount. Always leave the 
table hungry.

Should one undertake to reduce it 
should be done gradually; it is danger
ous otherwise. One rarely takes on 
flesh in excess of two pounds a month. 
Reducing should be governed by this 
same law.

The Great Eclipse — (Continued from page 31)

This whole chapter is painting a pic
ture for us of this day and age in 
what is to come to pass in these later 
days, and during the period of time 
while the earth planet is reshaping its 
equilibrium along the line of the eclip
tic route, out of which is to come a 
New Heaven and a New Earth, for 
the old Heaven and old Earth is now 
passing away and connects with Rev
elation 21 and 22 chapters.

“This old Heaven is the church, the 
earth is the state governments as our 
friend Koresh states,” for we have 
reached the end of the Christian Age 
dispensation as this 144,000 indicates 
the end of a dispensation, the numbers 
1 plus 4 plus 4 equal 9; and 9 is the 
number of judgment which brings us 
to the borderland of a New Day when 
in the due process of time a new peo
ple and a new government will come 
forth in the brightness of the Sun, 
“And I saw a new Heaven open up 
and behold a white horse (Sign Sagit
tarius) and he that sat on him was 
called Faithful and True, and in right
eousness he doth judge and make war. 
. . . And his eyes were as flames of 
fire (Jupiter rules fire-lightning) and 
on his head were many crowns: and 
he had a name written that no man 
knew but he himself.” Revelations 19: 
11-12.

Then there are no organizations, no 
groups of men, no religions, political

parties, scientists, cults or otherwise, 
advocating reform governments, party 
platforms for benefits these days, nor
is there any place of refuge whereby 
man can go, join or be safe from the 
planetary vibrations, now forming and 
affecting this earth planet, that will af
ford the return of former privileges 
and rights to further carry on such 
political practices that are now ram
pant throughout the universe. We are 
undoubtedly approaching certain plan
etary vibrations at this period, that 
when passed through, our physical 
bodies will have become changed, so to 
speak, in which Paul describing this 
cosmic influence relative to this new 
Heaven and new earth says, “Behold, 
I show you a mystery:' we shall not 
all sleep, but we shall be changed. In 
a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, 
at the last trump, for the trumpet 
shall sound and the dead shall be raised 
incorruptible, and we shall be changed.” 
1st Cor. 15: 51-52.

In Thessalonians 4-16 Paul refers to 
another statement in which the dead 
in Christ shall rise first. This - may be 
interpreted somewhat after this man
ner, that all who are aware of this 
Christ consciousness, who have accepted 
the Christ precepts laid down some 
1900 years ago in what Jesus came to 
unfold, are undoubtedly candidates for 
this New Heaven and this New Earth,

which means a New Government on 
the basis of the Brotherhood of Man, 
patterned in line with the Sermon on 
the Mount found in Matthew 5-6-7 
chapters. .

The dead in Christ, whether living in 
physical bodies or those having passed 
to the ethereal or astral through physi
cal death, all, Paul says, shall be 
changed, when this proper time comes, 
but of which no man knoweth the hour 
nor the day of this change. However, 
Jesus advises that each should pray 
that he or she be found worthy of es
cape. Business trades will be going 
right on apparently at this particular 
time, people will have no particular 
warning in advance of this celestial 
change, for if the good man of the 
house would have known what hour 
the ■ thief come, he would have locked 
the door and would not have suffered 
his house to be broken up. ... And 
there shall be two grinding at the mill, 
one shall be taken and the other left 
(Morning), there shall be two in the 
field, one shall be taken and the other 
left (Noon) — indicates that people 
everywhere will be at their trades, 
whether it be noonday in America or 
eventide in Europe. This chemical 
change will automatically affect the 
whole universe .at this period.

(Continued next month)
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